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39 Newark Priests Elevated by Pope
NEWARK-Pope John XXin
hai conferred ecclesiastical
honors on 39 priests of the
Newark Archdioceae, it was
announced this week by Arch-
bishop Boland. Five were nam-
ed protonotary apostolics, 22
were named domestic prel-
ates with the title of Right
Reverend Monsignor and 12
were named papal chamber-
lains with the title Very Rev-
erend Monsignor.
NAMED PROTONOTART
apostolics were:
Msgr. Peter Kurx, pastor of
St. Venantius, Orange, and
dean of Essex County.
Msgr. Alois Auth, pastor of
St. Nicholas, Jersey City; a
consultor of the archdiocese,
and a member of the commis-
sion for donvent visitations.
Msgr. Robert G. Fitzpatrick,
pastor of Corpus Christ!. Has-
brouck Heights, and dean of
Bergen County.
Msgr. John J. Clark, pastor
of St. Matthcw’i, Ridgefield;
a consultor of the archdiocese;
a member of the building com-
mission, and Bergen County
director of the Legion of De-
cency and the Holy Name Fed-
eration.
Msgr. James F. Looney,
chancellor of the archdiocese,
head of the liturgical commis-
sion, a member of the building
commission and secretary to
Archbishop Boland.
NAMED DOMESTIC prel-
ates were:
Msgr. Walter G. Jarvais, pas-
tor of Sacred Heart, Bloom-
field.
Msgr. William F. Furlong,
pastor of St. Mary’s, Eliza-
beth; director of the Apostolate
for Vocations, Union-Elizabeth
moderator of the Archdiocesan
Council of Catholic Men and
senior chaplain of the Scrra
Clubs.
Msgr. George W. Shea, rec-
tor of Immaculate Conception
Seminary, a pro-synodal ex-
aminer of the archdiocese and
a member of the editorial
board of The Advocate.
Rev. John A. Karolewski,
pastor of St. Anne's (Polish),
Jersey City, and a parish
priest consultor.
Rev. John P. Weigand, pas-
tor of St. Joseph’s, West New
York, and a parish priest con-
sultor.
Rev. Michael A. Magnier,
pastor of St. Thomas the
Apostle, Bloomfield, and a
parish priest consultor.
Rev. Lester A. Quinn, psstor
of St. Paul’s, Ramsey.
Rev. Thomas J. Duffy, pas-
tor of St. John's, Hillsdale;
Bergen County moderator of
the Catholic Lawyers Guild,
and a member of the council
for vigilance for the Faith.
Rev. Joacph H. Murphy,
pastor of Holy Trinity, Hacken-
sack.
Rev. Adrian A. Maine, pas-
tor of St. Stephen’s, Kearny,
and chairman of the commli-
slon on sacred music.
Rev. Richard P. O’Brien,
pastor of St. John's, Fairview.
Rev. Harold V. Fitzpatrick,
pastor of St. Bridget's, Jersey
City.
Rev. V. Laurence Cardol-
ichio, pastor of Our Lady of
Sorrows, Jersey City, and a
member of the archdiocesan
school board.
Rev. Charles E. Lillis, pas-
tor of Our Lady of Mercy,
Park Ridge.
Rev. Daniel J. O’Reilly, pas-
tor of St. Andrew's, Bayonne.
Rev. Daniel J. Collins, pastor
of St. Peter the Apostle, River
Edge, and Bergen-Hackensack
moderator of the Archdioccsan
Council of Catholic Men.
Rev. Albert P. Mooney, pas-
tor of St. Catharine’s, Glen
Rock, a member of the build-
ing commission and Bergen-
Paramua moderator of the
Archdiocesan Cornell of Cath-
olic Men.
Rev. Francis A. Fox, pastor
of Ascension, New Milford.
Rev. Joseph A. Smolen, pas-
tor of St. Adalbert’s, Eliza-
beth.
Rev. Thomas J. Donnelly,
pastor of Immaculate Concep-
tion, Elizabeth.
Rev. Anthony J. Connell, di-
rector of the minor seminary
at Seton Hall University, arch-
dioccsan director of the Apos-
tleship of Prayer and a mem-
ber of the commission for con-
vent visitation.
Rev. Hugh J. Fitzsimmons,
pastor of St. Michael’s, New-
ark; a pro-synodal judge; Es-
sex County Legion of Decency
director, Essex-Newark mod-
erator of the Archdioccsan
Council of Catholic Men, and
a member of The Advocate ed-
itorial board.
NAMED PAPAL chamber-
lains were:
Rev. James A. Stone, pastor
of Holy Trinity, Coytesville,
and executive secretary of the
Archdiocesan Development
Campaign.
Rev. Paul E. Lang, chap-
lain of Villa Walsh,' Morris-
town.
Rev. Patrick J. Tralnor, act-
ing executive director of Asso-
ciated Catholic Charities.
Rev. William N. Field, di-
rector of off-campus libraries
for Seton Hall Univeraity,
chaplain of the Scrra Club of
the Oranges and a member of
The Advocate editorial board.
Rev. Joseph C. Manz, pro-
curator of Immaculate Concep-
tion Seminary.
Rev. Joseph J. Pfzezdzieckl
of Immaculate Conception
Seminary.
Rev. John F. O’Brien, vice
rector and dean of studies at
Immaculate Conception Semi-
nary.
Rev. Roger A. Reynolds, di-
rector of the Confraternity of
Christian Doctrine.
Rev. John F. Davis, vice
president of business affairs at
Seton Hall University, and as-
sistant director of the Society
for. the Propagation of tho
Faith.
Rev. Edward J. Fleming,
executive vice president of Se-
ton Hail University.
Rev. William F. Hogan, as-
sistant spiritual director of
Immaculate Conception Semi-
nary, director of the home
study course, a censor librorum
and moderator of conferences
for the archdiocese.
Rev. John M. Mahon of St.
John’s, Newark, actuary of the
archdiocesan tribunal, a notary
of the archdiocese, a member
of the liturgical commission
and chaplain of the Newark
Rutgers Newsman Club.
THE TITLE OF protonotary
apostolic is said to have origi-
nated in the first century with
the seven notaries appointed
by Pope St. Clement. They
are divided into four classes,
the one to which the Newark
priests have been appointed
being “an inatar participant
tium.” The honor confers cer-
tain privileges of dress and
precedence and limited use of
the right to pontificate.
The domestic preluture is an
honorary distinction conferred
on priests as a recognition of
merit. They are accounted
members of the papal house-
hold even though not residing
in Rome and are said to have
the same origin as protono-
tarics. Their dress is similar to
that of a Bishop, but they
have no pontifical insignia ex-
cept the bugia at Mass.
Papill chamberlain (“cubic-
ularii secreti supernumerarii”)
is an honorary appointment
made to priests as a reward
of merit. They wear a purple
cassock and mantellone. There
is a corresponding honor for
laymen known as papal cham-
berlain supernumerary "of
sword and cape.”
Communions Asked
Archbishop Will Observe
40th Anniversary Dec. 23
NEWARK —Archbishop Bo-
land will mark the 40th anni-
versary of his ordination on
Dec. 23 and his 10th anniver-
sary as Archbishop of Newark
on Jan. 14.
Magr. James A. Hughes,
vicar general, has asked Cath-
olics of the Newark Archdio-
cese to receive Communion on
Dec. 23 for the Archbishop's
intentions.
IN A LETTER read at all
Masses last Sunday. Msgr.
Hughes said: ”We think notice
of these events should be taken
by his devoted people in a way
that will show our apprecia-
tion of his kindly care for his
flock and yet be acceptable to
him.
"We know that your Masses,
prayers, rosaries, aspirations
and visits to Our Lord in the
Blessed Sacrament will be
deeply appreciated by him. He
would be grateful most for
Holy Communion received for
his intention. The continued
support and successful com-
pletion of our recent Dcvelop-
ment Fund Campaign would
be yet another expretaion of
the loyalty of the faithful.”
ARCHBISHOP BOLAND
was ordained Dec. 23, 1922, in
the Basilica of St. John Later-
an in Rome by the late Baailio
Cardinal Pompill.
A native of Orange, he had
attended St. John's Grammar
School there and Xavier High
School in New York City be-
fore beginning hia studies for
the priesthood at Seton Hail
College.
His studiea were completed
in Rome where he resided at
the North American College
and received his theological
training at the University of
the Propagation of the Faith.
ON HIS RETURN to the
United States, he served as a
summer assistant at St. Cath-
erine's, Hillside, before taking
up the work of education. He
taught at Seton Hall Prep and
College 1923-26 and at Immac-
ulate Conception Seminary
1926-38.
Archbishop Boland was
named chancellor of the Arch-
diocese of Newark in 1938 and
was appointed Titular Bishop
of Hirina and auxiliary to tha
late Archbishop Walsh in 1940.
The same year, he was named
rector of Immaculate Con-
ception Seminary.
In 1947, he was named Bish-
op of Paterson and on Jan. 14,
1953, became the second Arch-
bishop of Newark.
According to Chancery offi-
cials, the Archbishop plans
only a private celebration of
the two anniversaries.
ARCHBISHOP BOLAND
Elizabeth Parish
Joins Advocate Plan
ELIZABETH Immaculate
Conception this week became
the 83th parish in the Newark
Archdiocese to Join The Ad-
vocate’s Complete Parish Cov-
erage subscription plan.
"The Advocate is a wonder-
ful and informative Catholic
newspaper,” Msgr. Thomas J.
Donnelly, psstor. said In a
message to hit parishioners.
"Everyone In our rectory looks
forward to its arrival each
Thursday morning. We Uke the
news it gives shout what goes
on in the archdiocese; we ire
interested in its full editorial
page; we are glad to be In-
formed about the doing* of the
Church around the world.
"WE HAVE finally become
convinced," Father Donnelly
continued, “that our people are
not as well Informed as they
should be. We feel that It Is
important for all our parish-
ioners to know the news of the
Catholic world. The Church is
alway* making history. And,
since the Catholic Church is
universal, Church history is
world hiatory.
"Also, we are Convinced that
our people should know the
Catholic teaching, Catholic at-
titude or Catholic policy on all
(he important issues that arise
dally in our complex world.
The Advocate can keep ua in-
formed on these matters.
"We are aware that The Ad-
vocate has been Judged one of
the best Catholic newspapers.
We are happy to send It into the
homes of our parishioners. We
feel that, with the increase of
subscriptions in our parish
from 200 to 1,000, there will
toon be an increase in faith
and in enthusiasm for the
Church,” he said.
Under the plan, each family
in the parish receives a week-
ly copy of the paper ami the
pastor is billed at a rate lower
than for individual subscrip-
tion.
Copy Deadline
Advanced
Because of the Christmas
and New Year’s holidays,
the Dec. 27 and Jan. 3 is-
sues of The Advocate will
go to press early.
Copy for those issues
must be submitted no later
than Friday of the preced-
ing week (Dee. 21 and Dec.
28) to be sure of publica-
tion.
CRUSADE WINNERS-Magr. Jamas A. Hughes, vicar general, presents to Sitter Mary
Odilia, C.S.S.F., of Mt. Carmel, Bayonne, a plaque for that school's record number of
subscriptions in the 1962 Advocate School Crusade. Waiting for their awards are the
three top individual salesmen, Mary Cullari of Holy Family, Nutley; Barbara Gesek of
Immaculate Conception High School, Lodi, and Raymond Dillon of St. Teresa's, Summit.
The awards were made at the Chancery Office Dec. 14.
‘Alarmist’ News on Pope
Unfounded, Doctor Says
VATICAN CITY (RNS)
“Alarmist news" in the for-
eign press regarding the
health of Pope John XXIII is
“completely unfounded," Prof.
Antonio Gasbarrini, the
Pontiffs personal physician,
declared in an interview here.
He said that although he
was planning to see Pope John
several timea before Christ-
mas, his 81-year-old patient's
condition was "highly satisfac-
tory.”
“The Pope is well,” he
added, "but still has to follow
the prescribed treatment and
reat.”
POPE JOHN appeared at hla
window Sunday to bless
thousands of pilgrims gathered
in St. Peter's Square.
Vatican Radio broadcasts did
not mention the Pope's health,
despite Increasing rumors in
Rome and throughout Europe
that hia condition was giving
rise to anxiety. Rome Radio
reported that Professor Gas-
barrini was asked if the Pope
had cancer, but merely replied
that he waa “doing well.”
Later, Prof. Cesidio Lolll,
deputy director of Osservalore
Romano, Vatican City news-
paper, was quoted as saying
that "there is every reason to
hope that the Pope does not
have cancer, but rather a
weakening of the blood vessels
of the stomach.”
Another deputy director of
Osservatore Romano, Federico
Aleasandri, was reported as
saying it was not known
“whether the chronic disturb-
ance affecting the Pope is
cancer." He added that the
Pontiff looked well when he
gave a 25-minute private audi-
ence to King Mwambutsa IV
of Burundi, Africa.
WHEN LUCIANO Caaimiri,
head of the Vatican Press Of-
fice run by Osservatore Ro-
mano, waa asked about the
rumors that the Pope la suf-
fering from cancer, he re-
plied:
"An authoritative Vatican
source refers you back to what
the doctors said in the official
communique. It is underlined
meanwhile that the Pope has
improved and has taken up
almost all his normal activi-
ties. It is also stated that the
(European press) reports cer-
tainly do not come from a Vat-
ican source or from the doc-
tors who have been looking
after the Pope."
The official bulletin men-
tioned by Caaimiri the only
one issued said the Pope
was suffering from atomach
trouble and anemia.
THE POPE referred to his
health at a general audience,
the first since ho fell ill Nov.
27.
Smiling, Pope John said:
“You have heard that the
Pope has been ill. But, as you
can see, his voice is strong
and his thoughts are clear.
"A little while ago,” he con-
tinued, “I read that a man
over 60 begins to get old. Now
I have been over 60 for more
than 20 years.”
POPE JOHN said that the
ecumenical council’s first ses-
sion was a display of the
Church’s unity and stated that
no other ecumenical council
had ever been held with such
calmness.
He stressed the need for
continued prayer* to the Holy
Ghost by all Catholics and re-
peated his hope that the coun-
cil will end by Christmas,
1963, saying.
/ I hope I will live to ace the
end of the council. But if I do
not, then I hope that God will
keep a good place for me.”
He said that it if possible
that "the Pope will still be
with ua" a year from now.
“But if I am not, there will
surely be another Pope,” he
slated.
TIIE POPE will receive in
separate audiences Cardinals
and officials of the papal court
and then diplomats accredited
tc- the Holy See on Dec. 23.
On the day before, at 8 p.m.
Romo time Dec. 22, he will
broadcast his annual Christ-
mas message to the people of
the world.
UN Unit Oks
Population
Resolution
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y.
(NC)—A committee of the
United Nations General As-
sembly hat passed a contro-
versial resolution asking for
UN approval of technical as-
sistance by the world organi-
zation for national programs
and projects dealing with pop-
ulation problems.
These programs and proj-
ects have generally been in-
terpreted aa including popula-
tion control through family
limitation. The term “birth
control,” however, doea not
appear in the resolution’s text.
THE RESOLUTION was
adopted by a 43-14 vote, with
42 abstentions, by the General
Assembly’s Economic Com-
mittee. It was then slated to
come up for a vote by the as-
sembly as a whole before its
scheduled Dec. 21 adjourn-
ment.
The U.S. voted for the reso-
lution at a whole, but ab-
stained from voting on a de-
feated amendment asking for
deletion of the controversial
part of its text.
The resolution recommends
Intensified studies and re-
search into the relationship
between population growth
and economic and social de-
velopment. It requests the UN
secretary general to conduct
an inquiry among member
states concerning the particu-
lar problems arising from this
interrelation.
While affirming that It la up
to each nation to determine its
own population policy, it states
that the UN should "give tech-
nical assistance aa requested
by government* for national
programs and projects dealing
with the problems of popula-
tion."
There was overall agree-
ment on the need for studiea
and for UN aid to developing
countries in obtaining basic
population data.
DEBATE CENTERED on
the interpretation of “national
programs and projects."
The original sponsors, Den-
mark and Sweden, were joined
by others who held that th«
national programs should in-
clude government-sponsored
projects for "population con-
trol” or "population atabillza-
tion." Opponents said the UN
has no technical competence
or jurisdiction in the matter.
Chief proponent waa Mrs.
Ulla Lindstrom of Sweden.
Hector Bernardo of Argentina
led the opposition.
ARGUMENTS in favor of
technical assistance in popula-
tion control are tied to the
U.N.’a "development decade”
program which aims to help
nations reach a higher stand-
ard of living. Sweden and the
other champions of birth con-
trol assistance claim the lesa
developed countries cannot
achieve the program’s goal—a
5% increase in national in-
comes—with the present rate
of population growth.
Population migration, sug-
gested as a remedy to the
problem by some, is a "cyn-
ical” solution, Mrs. Lindstrom
■aid.
Pedro Temboury of Spain
reminded the committee that
the purpose of the UN pro-
gram is to place economic de-
velopment at the service of
man. The aim of the sponsors,
ha stated, would invert this
purpose and subject man to
economic development. It is
impossible to impose restric-
tions on life, be declared. If
birth control were accepted,
other steps might follow such
as the legalization of abortion,
sterilization and mercy kill-
ings, he said.
Joining Denmark and Swe-
den in speaking for the pro-
gram were Ceylon, Ghana,
Greece, Nepal, Norway, Paki-
stan, Tunisia, Turkey, Uganda
and the United Arab Republic.
Speaking against it were Ar-
gentina, Ireland, Lebanon,
France, Liberia, tha Philip-
pines and Spain.
Fasting Law
Explained
NEWARK Fasting and
abstinence regulations for
the vigil of Christmaa have
been announced by tha
chancery office of the Arch-
diocese of Newark at tha
direction of Msgr. James A.
Hughes, vicar general.
The faithful have the right
to select either Dec. 24 or
Dec. 23 to observe the laws
of fast and abstinence re-
lating to the vigil of Christ-
mas. If the day chosen falls
on a Sunday, as is the case
this year, the obligation
ceases.
The same directive was Is-
sued for the Diocese of
Paterson.
Vernacular Won Wide Council Approval
VATICAN CITY <NC>-Th*
use of the language uf the peo-
ple in the liturgy was voted
broad approval in the first
acaaion of the Second Vatican
Council.
This was revealed in a com-
mentary —with substantial
quotations from the actual test
published in the Vatican
City newspaper, I.'Osscrvatore
Romano.
THE COMMENTARY was
written by Rev. Cipriano Va-
gaggini, OS.lt, liturgical
scholar who Is ohe of the
council "experts’’ appointed
by Pope John
The Renedictlne priest dis-
closed that the council ha
ther* voted to let such bodies
as national and regional Bish-
ops’ conferences decide on the
vernacular question. The de
visions of these conferences
need only confirmation by the
Holy See.
The article underlines point
for point important etementa
of the preface and the first
chapter of the “constitution”
on the liturgy which were ap-
proved by the council Fathers
Dec. 7. There were 2,118 coun-
cil Fathers present at that
meeting. A total of 1,922 voted
In favor of the’ text, 11 against,
180 in favor but with reserva-
tion!, and S votes were void.
That part of the constitution
quoted in L'Osservatore which
refers to the use of the ver
nacular is Article 38 of the
text, which reads:
"THE USE OK the I.atin
language, except by particu-
lar dispensation, is to he pre-
served in the Latin rites
"But since the use of the
vernacular very often can he
very helpful to the people in
the Holy Mass or In the ad-
ministration of (tie sacraments
and in other parts of the lit-
urgy, a larger role is con-
ceded to tlie vernacular espe-
cially in the lessons, instruc-
tions, in some prayers and in
some chants, according to the
norma laid down in the follow-
ing
"It will he the right of the
territorial authority . . . con-
sulting, if the case suggests
this, the Bishops of the neigh-
boring regions having the
same language, to determine
the manner and uso of the
vernacular language, with the
reservation that their acts
must be approved, that is, con-
firmed by the Apostolic .Sec.”
The constitution will also al-
low Bishops in ccrtajn places
to adapt the culture and tra-
ditions of their people to the
liturgy, according to Article
37 of the text, which L’Osscr-
vatore quotes as follows:
"THE CHURCH, when It Is
not a question of the Faith or
tlie common good, does not In-
tend to impose, even in the
liturgy, a rigid uniformity.
Moreover, it respects and pro-
motes the characteristics and
gifts of various races and peo-
ples. It looks favorably on
everything in the customs of
these people that is not insep-
arably bound up with supersti-
tion and error, and, if it can,
protects and conserves them.
Thus sometimes it admits
these customs Into the liturgy
itself, provided they can be
harmonized with the authentic
liturgical spigjt."
Commenting on tha general
rules which will govern the
Church’s public worship in the
future, Father Vagaggini said
that one of the most important
elements is contained in Arti-
cle 22 of the text of the con-
stitution in which It is estab-
lished that the Bishops them-
selves may effect reforms in
the liturgy.
This privilege is granted, ac-
cording to the text, "to the
various kinds of competent
territorial bodies of Bishops,
as lawfully constituted ...”
The Benedictine theologian
drew on the text of the docu-
ment for a definition of the
liturgy. He said:
THE LITURGY appears
as the exercise of the priestly
office of Christ, in whom, by
means of outward signs, the
sanctification of man is signi-
fied and, in different ways,
brought about, ami at the
same time the Mystical Body
of Jesus Christ, Head and
members, offers complete and
public worship ...”
Father Vagaggini goes on to
quote the text as saying:
"The liturgy does not ex-
haust all the activity of tha
Church . . . Nevertheless, it is
the summit toward which the
actions of the Church tend and
at the same time the font from
which comes all its vigor."
The principles upon which
liturgical reform is to be
based are then traced by Fa-
ther Vagaggini in the four sec-
tions of the first chapter of the
constitution.
These are: general norms
(Articles 22-25); norms based
on the nature of the liturgy
as a hierarchical and commu-
nity action (Article* 26 32);
norms based on the teaching
and pastoral nature of the lit-
urgy (Articles 33-36), and
norms for adapting the liturgy
to various cultures snd tradi-
tions (Articles 37-40),
CONCERNING the section
of (tie text dealing with the so-
cial character of the liturgy,
Father Vagaggini trace* the
following three pivotal norms
of reform:
• As far as is possible, the
community form of the lit-
urgy, with the attendance end
participation of the congre-
gation, is to bo preferred to
the individual or private cele-
bration of liturgical service.
• Each participant in the
liturgical drama play* ail of
his part and only that, and
this pertain* equally to the
ministers, lectors, commenta-
tors and choir and people.
• The active participation
of the people must be pro-
moted, especially through the
responses, acclamations and
hymns, and this must be
spelled out in the rubrics.
For this last point on this
score, Father Vagaggini
quoted from the text of Article
32 of the-constitution: "In the
liturgy, except the distinction*
for liturgical office and honors
due to civil authorities accord-
ing to liturgical laws, there
must be no regard for persona
or conditions, either in the
ceremonies or in external
pomp.”
In this regard, the priest
pointed to the practice in aome
countries of having various
“classes" of funerals and
weddings, and said the "intent
of the Church" ii to eliminate
such thing*. '
GETTING READY-All over North Jersey, parishes are
setting up their Nativity scenes, both indoors and out.
Above, Richard Burns of Blessed Sacrament parish, New-
ark, prepares the outdoor display there.
Among 39 NewarkPriests Raised in Rank by the Pope
MSGR. PETER KURZ
Protonotary Apostolic
MSGR. JOHN P. WEIGAND
Domestic Prelate
MSGR. ALBERT P. MOONEY
Domestic Prelate
MSGR. WILLIAM N. FIELD
Papal Chamberlain
MSGR. ALOIS AUTH
Protonotary Apostolic
MSGR. MICHAEL A. MAGNIER
Domestic Prelate
MSGR. FRANCIS A. FOX
Domestic Prelate
MSGR. J. J. PRZEZDZIECKI
Papal Chamberlain
MSGR. R. G. FITZPATRICK
Protonotary Apostolic
MSGR. LESTER A. QUINN
Domestic Prelate
MSGR. T. J. DONNELLY
Domestic Prelate
MSGR. JOHN F. O'BRIEN
Papal Chamberlain
MSGR. JOHN J. CLARK
Protonotary Apostolic
MSGR. THOMAS J. DUFFY
Domestic Prelate
MSGR. A. J. CONNELL
Domestic Prelate
MSGR. ROGER A. REYNOLDS
Papal Chamberlain
MSGR. JAMES F. LOONEY
Protonotary Apostolic
MSGR. ADRIAN A. MAINE
Domestic Prelate
MSGR. H. J. FITZSIMMONS
Domestic Prelate
MSGR. JOHN F. DAVIS
Papal Chamberlain
MSGR. WALTER G. JARVAIS
Domestic Prelate
MSGR. H. V. FITZPATRICK
Domestic Prelate
MSGR. JAMES A. STONE
Papal Chamberlain
MSGR. EDWARD J. FLEMING
Papal Chamberlain
MSGR. WILLIAM F. FURLONG
Domestic Prelate
MSGR. V. L. CARDEUCHIO
Domestic Prelate
MSGR. PAUL E. LANG
Papal Cbamberlain
MSGR. WILLIAM F. HOGAN
Papal Chamberlain
MSGR. GEORGE W. SHEA
Domestic Prelate
MSGR. DANIEL J. COLLINS
Domestic Prelate
MSGR. PATRICK 3 TRAINOR
Papal Chamberlain
U.S. Bishop Blesses
Slovak Seminary
ROME (NC) - An Araerl-
e*n Blihop of Slovak descent
has blessed land here for a
seminary to train priests who
will work among Slovaks.
The American prelate. Bish-
op Andrew G. Grutka of Gary.
D»d., la protector of the semi-
nary. known as the SS. Cyril
and Methodius Institute.
To Visit Troops
Cardinal Spellman
Off on World Tour
NEW YORK (RNS) - Fran-
cis Cardinal Spellman of New
York. Military Vicar of Catho-
Ilea in the Armed Forces, left
here to spend the Christmas
season with U. S. servicemen
in the Far East.
On his 12th annual Christmas
trip to visit American troops,
Cardinal Spellman will spend
Christmas Day In Saigon,
South Vietnam. Ills 23day
trip abroad will include visits
to Okinawa. Thailand and Iran.
FIRST STOP la Anchorage.
Alaska. The Cardinal will
spend two days visiting mili-
tary installations in the state
before leaving for Japan for
another tour. After
Japan, he will visit Seoul and
Osan in Korea and then go to
Okinawa.
Next is a trip to Taipei.
Formosa, and then the Philip-
pines.
After three days, including
Christmas Eve and Christmas
Day, in South Vietnam, the
New York prelate will go to
Pakistan where he will usher
in the New Year. Five days
have been planned for the
Cardinal in Pakistan where
he will visit the cities of Ka-
rachi, Rawalpindi and Pesha-
war
Following his Pakistan stay.
Cardinal Spellman will go to
Teheran, Iran, for a day. On
Jan 5 he will visit U. S. arm-
ed forces in the Frankfurt-
Wiesbaden
area of Germany.
The next day he will spend In
West Berlin prior to returning
via London to New York on
Jan. 7.
He began the practice of
spending Christmas with the
armed forces in 1951
People in the Week’s News
Archbishop Alfred Bengsch
of Berlin has been granted a
permit to travel from East
Berlin, where he resides, to
West Berlin, where he will
celebrate Christmas Mass in
St. Sebastian Church.
Bishop-elect Tbomas W.
Murphy, C.SS.R., of the new
Juazeiro Diocese in Braid
Will be consecrated Jan. 2 in
Holy Name Church, Omaha. A
missioner in South America for
13 years, he is a native of
Omaha.
Dr. Frances Catherine Roth-
ert of Little Rock, Ark., a
leader in the Catholic Family
Life movement, has joined the
staff of Catholic Relief Serv-
ices-NCWC as public health
consultant for Central Amer-
ica.
Rev. John F. McCarthy of
the Helena (Mont.) Diocese
has been named assistant pro-
fessor at the Pontifical Late-
ran University's Institute of
Canon and Civil Law.
Rev. Charles Dismas Clark,
S.J., of St. Louis, famed ns
the “hoodlum priest,” receiv-
ed the annual St. Francis
Xavier Award from Xavier
University.
Msgr. Mark J. Hurley,.
chancellor of the Stockton
(Cal.) Diocese, has been ap-
pointed an expert for the Sec-
ond Vatican Council.
Causes
...
Brother Thcopanus-Leo of
Canada, visitor general of the
formative houses of the Broth-
ers of the Christian Schools in
North America. Born in 1871,
died April 28, 1929. Pre-
liminary steps begun in bea-
tification cause.
‘Unity Mass’
Is Permitted
VATICAN CITY (NC) - Tho
Sacred Congregation of Rites
has granted permission to cele-
brate a Mass "For the Unity
of the Church" whenever there
are congregational religious
devotions which pray for Chris-
tian unity.
The permission, dated Sept.
3, follows the request of Rev,
Charles Royer, S.J., president
of the International Unitas As-
sociation.
The permission states that
Mass may be offered as a vo-
tive Mass of the second class
only once during the devotions
so long as it is not celebrated
•in the day of a first class
feast
The permission is for five
years and is granted to any
group of Catholics who gather
to pray fur Christian unity.
Christian Brothers
Okayed by Canada
OTTAWA (NC)— Parliament
has approved a private bill to
incorporate the Christian
Brothers of Ireland in Canada.
The bill permits the setting up
of a Canadian province of the
order,
Birth Control
Plan Criticized
SEOUL, Korea (NC) Stu-
dents in the final high school
year and in all of Korea’s
schools above high school level
will be the targets of a “fam-
ily planning" program ar-
ranged by the Korean Min-
istry of Education.
Rev. Paul Shin lnsik, vicar
general of the Seoul Archdio-
cese, has protested that the
program will not solve the
country’s population problems
and will lead to a decline in
social morality.
He told the Education Min-
istry and the country’s Su-
preme Council for National
Reconstruction, which inspired
the program, that the right
course for Korea is to stress
social and economic progress
and family responsibility.
The birth control program
will go into high gear with the
beginning of the 1963 school
year. It will include lectures,
posters, articles in school pub-
lications, "research councils”
on family planning, and full
cooperation with the Health
Ministry's birth control clinics.
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Interfaith Progress Is Cited
By REV. PLACID JORDAN, O.S.B.
GENEVA, Switzerland (NC)
"The Second Vatican Coun-
cil marks a tremendous prog-
ress in Interfaith relations'’
the Rev. W. A. Vlaser ’t
Hooft, secretary general of the
World Council of Churches,
said here.
The council is made up of
representatives of 198 non-
Catholic churches in 60 dif-
ferent countries with a total
membership of about 350 mil-
lion members.
"COMPARED TO the situ-
ation prevailing in the earlier
stages of the ecumenical move-
ment,” Dr. Visser ’t Hooft
said in an interview, "we may
be proud that in our lifetime
we have witnessed develop-
ments within its scope that
one would have considered al-
most impossible only a few
years ago."
The welcome extended to the
non-Catholic observers at the'
ecumenical council meetings,
in Dr. Visser ’t Hooft’a opin-
ion, went beyond all expec-
tations.
"The observers were made
to feel that they were more
than Just that,” he said.
"Many council Fathers show-
ed a lively desire to acquaint
themselves with their point of
view."
HE REFERRED to contacts
established with the observers
by Spanish Bishops. Asa re-
sult, he continued, the position
of Protestant groups in Spain
and also in some Latin Ameri-
can countries may now be bet-
ter understood by Catholic
authorities.
"If the ecumenical council
were to adopt some sort of
pronouncement stressing reli-
gious tolerance as a theological
principle, this would be a
great help. After all, truth
can never be arbitrary, and
never can it be imposed by
force,” he said.
In this connection. Dr. Via-
ser 't Hooft pointed out that
the dogma of papal infallibility
still is considered a stumbling
block by Protestants eager to
promote Christian unity.
"LIKEWISE sdme apprehen-
sion is felt,” he said, “in re-
gard to the efforts of certain
Catholic theologians to have
the ecumenical council adopt
anew dogmatic definition of
the Blessed Virgin Mary as
the mediatrix of divine graces.
"There is no doubt that
many in our camp today ap-
proach Mariological issues in
a different mood than in the
past, but we are apprehensive
lest too much emphasis be put
on them rather than on con-
centrating on Christ as the cen-
ter of our faith, Just as mis-
glvings were voiced when the
Pope decided to have St. Jo-
seph’s name incorporated in
a prayer in the Canon of the
Mass.
"Here again we feel that
Scripture and not tradition
should first be consulted, and
we wonder whether the part-
nership of the Bishops in the
magistracy of the supreme
Pontiff is sufficiently recog-
nized."
DR. VIBBER''’T Hooft stres-
sed that misconceptions on the
part of Protestants also had
been lessened.
“For instance,” he said, "we
had an impression that the A-
merican hierarchy aa a body
was not greatly interested in
interfaith relations. But wo
now can see that this was a
mistake.”
Name Six Cardinals
To Council Group
VATICAN CITY (NC)-Pope
John has named six Cardinals,
including Francis Cardinal
Spellman, as members of the
special commission set up to
coordinate the work of the ecu-
menical council.
The commission is headed
by Amleto Cardinal Cicognani,
Papal Secretary of State.
ONLY ONE of the Cardinals
named is a member of the
Roman curia, the Church’s
central administrative body.
Appointed besides Cardinal
Spellman were:
Achilla Cardinal Lienart of
Lille, France; Giovanni Cardi-
nal Urban!, Patriarch of Ven-
ice; Carlo Cardinal Confalon-
ieri, Secretary of the Sacred
Consistorial Congregation; Jul-
ius Cardinal Doepfner-of Mu-
nich and Freising, Germany,
and Leo Cardinal Suenens of
Malines-Brussels, Belgium.
The commission's secretar-
iat is made up of the ecumeni-
cal council’s secretary gen-
eral. Archbishop Pericle Fell-
ci, and the council’s five un-
dersecretaries: Archbishop
John J. Krol of Philadelphia;
Archbishop CasimirO Morcillo
Gonzalez of Zaragoza, Spain;
Coadjutor Archbishop Jean
Villot of Lyons, France; Bish-
op Wilhelm Kempf of Lim-
burg, Germany, and Melkite
Rite Archbishop Philippe Na-
baa of Beirut and Gibaii, Leb-
anon.
Tasks of the commission
include coordination of the
efforts of other council com-
misaions and dealing with "all
that concerns the purpose of
promoting and ensuring con-
formity of projects with the
aim of the council."
Mindszenty
Deal Denied
WASHINGTON, D. C. A
State Department spokesman
here denied reports that Com-
munist Hungary had offered a
"trade” to the United States
freedom in exile for Josef
Cardinal Mindszenty in ex-
change for a softening of the
official American attitude to-
ward Hungary in the United
Nations.
Denials of such a deal have
also been made by the Hun-
garian legation here and by of-
ficials of the Holy See in Vati-
can City.
The Cardinal has been liv-
ing in the U. S. legation in
Budapest since Soviet troops
crushed Hungary's bid for
freedom in 1956.
The United States has
consistently backed UN
resolutions denouncing the
suppression of the revolt and
calling for free elections in
Hungary under international
supervision.
THE U.B. CALLED on the
United Nations to take steps
to stop Red oppression in
Hungsry, submitting a resolu-
tion urging the secretary Gen-
eral to "take any initiative ho
deems helpful.”
High Court Rejects
Sunday Law Appeal
WASHINGTON The U.S.
Supreme Court has dismissed
"for want of a substantial fed-
eral question” a challenge to
the Kentucky law against un-
necessary Sunday business.
The challenge had been filed
by the owners of three Louis-
ville retail stores.
IN OTHER matters, the
court:
• Agreed to consider an ap-
peal by a Spartanburg, S.C..
woman who is challenging the
state unemployment compen-
sation law on religious liberty
grounds.
She says she was de-
nied unemployment compensa-
tion because, as a Seventh
Day Adventist, she refused
available employment that
would have required her to
work on Saturday.
• Agreed to review a case
involving the convictions of
two conscientious objectors
who refused to submit to in-
duction into military service.
The two men, members of the
Church of Jesus Christ, Sulli-
van, 111., sought total exemp-
tion.
• Received an appeal from
two Jehovah’s Witness couples
in Arizona, whose sons were
expelled from a public school
when they refused to stand for
the Star Spangled Banner. The
appellants claim they consider
the National Anthem an act of
religioua worship.
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Merry Christmas
The words “Merry Christmas” haye a
built-in joy and exuberance —a tantaliz-
ing tinkle like the sound of a silvery bell
on a Christmas tree. Never have so few
words been used by so many, with so
much joy, even by those who have no con-
ception of their true meaning. But- the
fact that even they use them, with friend-
liness in their hearts, and a smile on their
lips, makes the world a brighter and bet-
ter place at least for a week or so.
FOR THE WORDS “Merry Christ-
mas” mean "Be Merry with Christ.” Be
Merry with Christ; you have never heard
the seasonal greeting, “Be Merry with
Caesar” “Be Merry with Napoleon” or
other historical figures. Why? Because
these were mere men. Christ is true God.
The Russian cosmonaut Titov said
when he returned from orbiting the earth,
that “he didn’t see God out there.” To
him that proved that there is no God.
Neither did he see the physical forces of
the universe that kept him in orbit and
on course, but he believed in them, he
accepted them. Neither did he see the In-
telligentPower that directed the tiny cells
in his Mother’s womb for nine months to
fashion the heart, the lungs, a perfectly
formed arm that eventually served Titov
so well, as he flew around the earth of
the God who had made him in his
Mother’s womb.
Yes, God Is, and Jesus Christ is the
Son of God born to us a Man on Christmas
Day.
As the full impact of this event—the
birth of the God-Man seeped into the
minds and hearts of succeeding genera-
tions of men in the past 2,000 years, its
overtones of joy and hope, and surety of
a better life here and external life here-
after, caused men to coin phrases and
praises to express their inner relief and
happiness.
ONE EMERGED AS the most popu-
lar and expressive Merry Christmas.
“Be Merry with Christ.” But what does
it mean what kind of merriment? The
kind that is found in a bottle or other
material things? No, the merriment of
Christ is the happiness, the sheer joy of
the soul, not the body. The merriment
of Christmas is the merriment of kind
hearts, love of neighbor and a clear con-
science, at peace with God and Man.
It is in this context that we of The
Advocate extend to you our sincere wish-
es for a Merry Christmas —a Holy
Christmas.
The Reasons Why
Many a veteran, visiting a modern
basic training camp, can be heard to re-
mark: “There have been some changes
made.”
The nuclear-space era has brought
about changes in weapons and tactics. To
the educational phase of military train-
ingwill be added compulsory Instructions
inAmericanism and in the threats of com-
munism.
A GREATER AWARENESS of why
be finds himself in uniform will con-
tribute much to the effectiveness of the
serviceman. The intellectual satisfaction
of knowing the reasons for the sacrifices
demanded of him will add greatly to his
morale.
Courses In Americanism will include
such things as a study of our political
tradition and national policies. Instruc-
tion in the threats of communism will
give the trainee a better “knowledge of
the enemy.”
Such courses are excellent. Undoubt-
edly they will make for a better soldier.
We might suggest, however, that
something a little more basic should be
given a little more attention. This, for
want of a better name, we can call a
“spirit of patriotism.”
THE DEVELOPMENT of such a spir-
it must begin long before the young man
enters service. This is a contribution that
the home and the school must give.
Patriotism alone is not sufficient. It
can be a blind and irrational impulse. It
must be coupled with and based on a
knowledge of the blessings to be secured
and the privileges to be defended.
The Defense Department and the ad-
visory committee that recommended the
new course of study are to be commended.
The First Family
Comedians regard nothing as sacred
If it contains the germ of a laugh; even
the shrine of Lourdes and the mess at
Ole Miss provided topics for tasteless
humorists.
.It’s little wonder then that
the first family has offered an inviting
target for humorous barbs, albeit good-
natured. Perhaps their pool-side capers
or the unheard of beat of the bossa nova
in the White House persuaded the pun-
sters that the President and his family
could take a joke.
THE MANY Kennedys appeared as
a welcome opportunity to writers and ac-
tors in search of a script that could coin
money. “All we ever tried to do was show
the Kennedys as sort of the folks next
door with the same problems and reac-
tions,” commented the idea-men behind
the mimicry. The first family in some
way does typify Mfc-apd Mrs. America •
earnest and hardworking, with a little
fun thrown in for seasoning. They appeal
because they are like average citizens
the million dollar trust funds excepted,
of course.
It’s hard to Imaginestaid English roy-
alty, for example, being subject to similar
spoofing —but then, Americans have al-
ways been somewhat brazen; it started
back in 1776 when brash colonists took
tea to the seas around Boston harbor. Per-
haps Chesterton best describes our pe-
culiar humor: “All jesting is in its nature
profane in the sense that it must be the
sudden realization that something which
thinks itself solemn is not so very solemn
after all.”
HOWEVER, we cannot jest at our
leaders without exposing ourselves to a
certain amount of ridicule; we trust
our traditional respect for the Presidency
is not lessened by this bit of buffoonery.
“It’s easy to imitate the President, but it's
hard to be the President” apologizes the
record's chief character as he watches
the satire approach the three million
mark in sales. We suspect the President
may be able to laugh at himself, but rev-
erent people rebel somewhat when others
lampoon the nation’s leader merely for
the sake of money. Let's not carry the
joke too far.
Being President is no laughing mat-
ter, especially these days.
Second Spring
Hospitals are for life, not for death.
Hospitals are for growth, not decay. Hospi-
tals are for hope not despair. Because all
these things are true, it is good to be
able to welcome anew hospital service
into the Archdiocese of Newark. The
Franciscan Sisters of St. Felix, well
known as the Fclicians and recognized for
their work in education, have accepted
the responsibility for St. Mary's Hospital
in Orange. Already hailed for their care
of the sick in many dioceses and for their
advances in the care of the non-educabie
child at St. Rita’s in Buffalo, these Sisters
of St. Felix have at last turned to the
archdiocese at the behest of His Excel-
lency the Archbishop.
IT IS A SOURCE of comfort to those
patients who have come to know the ef-
ficiency and the kindness of the Sisters
of St. Francis, to know that the work of
these beloved nuns will be carried for-
ward in this new generation. It is good
to know that the heroic efforts that went
into the founding of St. Mary's over a
half century ago, and the devotion and
car* that have been the hallmark of that
venerable hospital for more than a half
century, have not been wasted or in vain.
The pioneers who founded the hospital
must rejoice that it continues in capable
hands.
No one can be unaware that a re-
newed and vigorous life is pulsing in old
St. Mary’s. There is a smile and a sure-
nesa in the voice of the new Superior, Sis-
ter Fidellse, that augurs well for the next
50 years in the history of the hospital.
Already, new techniques and procedures
have been instituted that emphasize the
knowledgeability of the Felician Sisters.
The Brewer System of automatic drug
control, for example, makes its first ap-
pearance in the Newark-suburban area.
Through this system the most com-
monly used drugs are pre-packaged in
the hospital pharmacy and distributed to
eight stations throughout the hospital.
They can be withdrawn from this reserve
station only by a correlation of activity
and identification of drug plate, patient's
prescriptions, and nurse identification. In
the drug cart which is the final agent of
distribution, each patient has a drawer
in which his drugs are deposited and
checked against required dosage. This one
procedure alone is enough to indicate the
type of service that the Felician Sisters
of St. Francis intend to give.
THE TERM "Second Spring” has
been made famous by Cardinal Newman
in another area of human activity inspired
by the Faith of Christ. Surely it can be
used in appropriate reference to St. Mary's
Hospital in Orange. The old life, th\\old
wisdom, the old Christ-like care for \the
sick, all of it is renewed and continued
in the hands of this group of dedicated
nuns. The people of suburban Essex
ought to recognize the gifts of talent and
knowledge and love that Sister Mary
Fidellse and her associates are bringing.
They should be welcomed with gratitude
and love.
In the Space Age
Satan’s Bid Fails
To Tempt Christ
By FRANK J. SHEED
"When He had fasted 40
days and 40 nights, afterwards
He was hungry. And the
tempter coming said to Him:
If thou be the Son of God,
command that these stones be
made bread” (Matthew IV. 2
and 3).
Reading quickly, we may
feel that nothing could have
been more natural. The Devil
struck at what seemed Christ's
weakest point, urging Him to
turn stones into bread. But
was it so natural?
SO FAR there is nothing to
tell ua that Our Lord had ever
worked a miracle of any sort.
It looks as if Satan was chal-
lenging Him to do something
He had never done. There arc
miracles in the Old Testament,
worked by God through men.
But Satan docs not suggest
that the carpenter should ask
God: he simply makes the
cool suggestion: "Say to this
stone that it be made bread.”
The Devil could only have
meant that Christ should will
that the stone be made bread.
OCR I.ORI) did not say
whether or not He could do it.
lie answered with a text of
Deuteronomy (VIII.3): “Man
does not live by bread alone,
but by every word that pro
cceds from the mouth of God."
The Devil, of course, knew
the reference, as most of us
perhaps do not. Even so, he
must have wondered what it
had to do with his suggestion.
In Deuteronomy the words
draw the moral from that
earlier experience of the Is-
raelites, when they had com-
plained against God for bring-
ing them to a place without
food, and God had sent manna.
Their meaning evidently was
that, provided we do what God
wants, it is for Him to supply
our wants.
The Devil may well have
felt that the carpenter was
playing with him, parrying his
thrust almost contemptuously.
But the text contained one
word which must have seemed
to the Devil to give the infor-
mation he had been seeking.
The word, of course, was
"man" —man docs not live
by bread alone.
Christ could not possibly
have quoted that text in an-
swer to the Devil’s tempting,
if it had had no (rearing on
Himself at all. It Is the clear-
est possible statement that He
Is man.
SATAN COULD only have
thought that he had found out
the principal thing he wanted
to know Jesus, by his own
admission, was man. As Satan
knew nothing of the possibility
of one person having two na-
tures, he would have assumed
that Our Lord waa saying that
He waa only man. There was
still an immense amount he
needed to learn, but at least
it was a weight off his mind
to feel that he had only a man
to cope with.
In so far as the first thrust
was a temptation to which the
Devil had hoped Christ would
yield, it was a failure. Christ
had not yielded. Had Satan ex-
pected Him to? Not so early,
surely. Demons must again
and again have tempted the
carpenter’* mother, with never
a hint or a shadow of suc-
cess. There was always a
chance that her son might
have been of weaker stuff, but
Christ was now 30. We know
that He was "tempted in all
things, like as we are” (Heb.
IV.15): This means that many
a lesser demon had tried his
wiles on Him, before the
Prince took over
From the first exchange
Satan did not get victory; yet
he did, as we have seen, get
information. The second temp-
tation shows what he mad* of
It.
December Intentions
The llofy Father's general
intrnUbn for December is:
That the Second Vatican
Council may be an outstand-
ing witness to the truth,
unity and charky of the
Church.
The mission Intention sug-
gested for the Apoatleshlp
of Prayer by the Pope is
That the Gospel of Christ
he spread more effectively
among the Moslem peoples.
Day of Prayer
To Fight Reds
By LOUIS F. BUDENZ
As Christmas draws near,
many of us become keenly
conscious of our dependence
on the Divine Assistance.
But at this same season, the
communist international con-
spiracy is celebrating a red
letter day in the battle for
militant atheism. It is the
fifth anniversary of the 1957
Declaration of the Communist
Parties ruling the socialist
countries.
The very center of that
declaration Is the assertion
that the basic "world outlook"
of the Marxlst-Lcninist parties
Is dialectical materialism or
militant atheism. Maurice
Thorez, General Secretary of
the French Communist Party,
impresses upon the comrades
that "the Declaration of the
Communist and Workers Par
ties of the socialist countries
has become the charter of the
infernational communist move-
ment."
ACCORDINGLY, the "Fun-
damentals of Marxism Leni-
nism" states at its very open-
ing: "Marxism-Leninism does
not recognize the existence of
any supernatural forces or
creators. It regards the world
as it actually is, without add
ing an invented hell or para
disc."
Accordingly, too, the com
munist conspiracy has in-
itiated its worldwide cam-
paign against any belief in
God This is signalized hera
by the addition, prominently
made, of the anti religious
"Origins of Christianity" to
the paperbacks now being dis-
tributed under Marxist-Lenin
Ist auspices This is the work
of Archibald Robertson. But
is-h communist and atheist
It is this fixed delcrmlna
turn to prove that God does not
exist which causes the com
munists to drive forward for
world rule. It is lhat which
causes the program of the 22nd
Congress of the Soviet Union
to proclaim the coming "tri
umph of Marxism Leninism on
« world wide scale.”
Seven weeks ago I said that
there were five different ways
by which we must combat
communism, in Cuba and else
where. The first of these was
In the spiritual or philosophi-
cal field. That becomes sharp-
ly the case today. What can
we do about it?
WHY COULD not the Presi
dent of the U.S. appoint an
appropriate tisy—say the first
of the year—to call upon all
the people to pray for one
week in their schools, their
homes, and their churches?
That wc will need extraor-
dinary strength and wisdom
is witnessed in the successful
Intrusion of communism into
the Western Hemisphere. Her-
bert Apthekcr, editor of the
Red Political Affairs, boasted
that now "revolution Is not
only something for Asia or
maybe even Europe es-
pecially Eastern Europe;
no, here It is in America, and
90 mile* from the United
States."
Antonin Novotny, "presi-
dent" of the Red Czechoslovak
government, twits the U. S.
with the fact that the Cuban
"revolution" has shown "that
rmall countries, very far away
from (lie main mass of social-
lit countries, can now also
take the road to socialism and
there is nothing Imperialism
can do to slop them
"
NOVOTNY writes down his
thoughts in the November
World Marxist Review, en-
deavoring to prove on the
basis of the Declaration of
1957 that "man Is advancing
toward communism " Indeed,
he (mils that "man's social
evolution has placed on the
agenda the urgent question of
replacing capitalism by social
Ism on a world wide scale "
So also says the Peking Re-
view of Nov. 30 In reviewing
the Declaration of 1957 it not
only predicts Red world con-
quest but declares that "the
victory in Cuba" is a great
revolutionary event of our
times, to he placed beside the
Soviet Russian Revolution and
the Chinese Red take over
There Is no doubt that we can
well appeal to Divine Assist
ance for wisdom to do better
ill regard to ending Soviet
communism in Cuba anil else
where than we have done to
date.
The Question Box
May Leaders Lie
To Save Nation?
Q. The following appeared in
the New York Time*, Friday,
Dec. 7: “When a nation’* se-
curity 1* threatened, at that
of the United'Statea waa dur-
ing the recent Cuban crisis,
that nation’a leader* are Justi-
fied in telling lies to its people,
Arthur Sylvester, Aialstant
Secretary of Defenae for Pub-
lic Affairs, told a press gather-
ing here last night.” Do you
agree with this statement?
A. Unfortunately we do not
have the fuU text of Mr. Syl-
vester’s talk and hence are in
no position to evaluate criti-
cally and fairly the point he
was attempting to make. It
only takes one statement out
of context to distort thb entire
picture.
Assuming, however, that Mr.
Sylvester was defending the
inherent right of any govern-
ment "to lie to save itself,”
and that the rightness or
wrongness of this action was
determined when its citizens
went to the polls, then
we must register complete dis-
agreement with this view.
Aside from the fact that it
evokes an image of the totali-
tarian state where right and
wrong are measured in terms
of what is useful to the gov-
ernment, it also suggests that
the end justifies the means.
It is the unanimous teaching
of all Catholic theologians that
lying is intrinsically evil.
They are equally in accord in
affirming that the end docs not
Justify the means. Logically,
therefore, no Catholic theolo-
gian would aupport Mr. Syl-
vester’s assertion that a state
may lie to defend Itself.
ON THE OTHER HAND,
this does not close the book on
the very practical issue which
Mr. Sylvester was attempting
to tackle. While theologians
are all agreed that lying is
evil, no such unanimity exists
when it comes to determin-
ing Just what precisely is a lie.
Some theologians—the ma-
jority, it would seem—define a
Ue as "speech contrary to the
mind." These authors assign
the evil of lying to its being an
abuse of the faculty of speech.
Within the framework of this
view, the virtue of veracity it
violated whenever a person's
speech does not conform to
what he really knows or be-
lieves at the time of his ut-
terance.
There are other reputable
theologians, however, who re-
ject the view that all speech
contrary to the mind is evil
and. hence must be deaignated
a lie. They contend that the
virtue of veracity is violated
only when false speech (words
which do not express the true
thoughts of the speaker) vio-
lates our neighbor’s right not
to be deceived. This view as-
signs the mslice of lying to the
violation of a right' of another
and not to the abuse of the
faculty of speech itself.
Space docs not permit us to
discuss the strengths, weak-
nesses, and variants of each
position. The most adequate
presentation of the question to
date is to be found in a doc-
toral dissertation entitled
"Catholic Teaching About The
Morality Of Falsehood,” by
Rev. Julius A, Dorazynski
(Catholic University Press,
1948).
'
CONFINING OURSELVES
to the question at hand, we
can only ask whether one or
the other of ihe above views
would Justify the action which
prompted Mr. Sylvester’s re-
marks, namely, the report that
was' issued at the beginning of
the Cuban crisis that President
Kennedy was suffering from a
cold which forced him to can-
cel hit tour and return to
Washington.
It seems to us that a strong-
er case could be made for the
acceptability of such deception
by the proponents of the lat-
ter view. The argument would
run as follows: Had President
Kennedy told the nation of hit
real reason for cancelling the
tour, or had he returned sud-
denly to Washington without
explanation, Castro would
have been forewarned and the
element of surprise Which fig-
ured so greatly in the Ameri-
can success would have been
lost.
The situation was one in
which the right of individuals
not to be deceived was clearly
Jeopardizing the security of
the nation. In such extreme
and unusual cases, one may
question whether the right not
to be decided remains intact
or whether it yields to a more
urgent need, namely the right
of the government to protect
itself.
This view,is prepared to ad-
mit that in these exceptional
cases where silence or the
revelation of the truth will re-
sult in grave harm to the com-
mon good the one who un-
justly seeks such information
loses his right not to be de-
cided, just as one who unjustly
attacks the life of another
loses hia own right to life,
AS YOU MIGHT expect,
there’s a fly in the ointment,
hi applying the principle of
"unjust aggression'’_pr “legiti-
mate self-defense" to the ques-
tion of lying, all the conditions
underlying this principle must
be accepted. One of the con-
ditions is that the attack is
not Just a pojjibUUy but bus
already been initiated. This
raises the question of whether
false information may be vol-
unteered in order to prevent
or forestall dangerous ques-
tions. Here again, theologians
disagree; some arguing that it
exceeds the limits of lcgiti-
mate self-defense; others thst
it is similar to pre-emptive
action which at times is per-
missible.
By now the reader should be
well aware of the complicated
nature of this Much
as wc would like to aay yea
yea, or nay nay, we cannot.
The question marks remain.
And while they persist we can
neither approve nor condemn
the so-called "cold report" is-
sued during the Cuban criiis.
For vocations
Member* of the Aposto-
late for Vocations can gain
a plenary Indulgence under
the ordinary conditions on:
Dec. 21 Feast of St.
Thomas.
Dec. 25 Christmas.
Dec. 27 Feast of St.
John.
Each of the Ember Days,
Dec. 21 and 22.
Once a week, by reciting
daily, with piety, any
prayer for vocations ap-
proved by the ecclesiastical
authority.
A partial Indulgence of
300 days may be gained for
each act of charily or piety
performed for the intention
of fostering vocations to the
priesthood.
Our Parish
"Did you offer a prize to the first 10 children who go home?”
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God Love You
The True Way
Made Known
By BISHOP FULTON J. SHEEN
• You have heard the story
of the Incarnation a thousand
times, but have you ever
heard it told in the language
of a veil?
Centuries before the birth of
Christ, God gave Moses in-
structions concerning the
tabernacle in the desert. In
front of the Holy of Holies,
the dwelling place of God. was
a veil which separated it from
the sanctuary, /
Once a year the High Priest,
after sprinkling the veil with
blood, was permitted to enter
beyond it to the Holy of Holies.
This veil symbolized the hu-
man nature which the Son of
God took upon Himself on
Christmas Day. As the veil
hid the Holy of Holies, so the
flesh of human nature of Our
Lord housed His Divinity.
WHEN OUR Blessed Lord
died on the cross and His side
was pierced with a lance, the
great veil of the Temple of
Jerusalem in the sanctuary
was rent from top to bottom,
showing that the barrier be-
tween God and the contrite
sinner was gone.
The opening of the side of
Christ was like the opening of
the veil to the rich treasures
of Divinity. Scripture, picking
up this theme, says:
"Why then, brethren, we
can enter the sanctuary with
confidence through the Blood
of Christ. He has opened for
us anew, a living approach,
by way of the veil, I mean
His mortality." (Heb. 10: 19,.
20)
The rent veil of the Temple
and the open side of Our Lord
declared that the true way to
God has been made known.
His death, His blood had
opened up the way to His
presence.
WHAT THEN is Christmas?
It is the veiling of Divinity,
the enfleshment of the Word
of God. Thanks to the rending
of the veil on Calvary, we
now have access to the Holy
of Holies, where Christ reigns
in glory. Our Christmas wish
to all of our readers is that,
as there is no longer a veil be-
tween us and the Holy of
Holies, so there may be no
veil separating us from each
other.
Rather, let there be a mu-
tual exchange of sacrifices and
prayers for one another. Then
the veil of ignorance which
hangs over so many nations
of the world will be rent, and
the Light of the Gospel will
pierce through.
If you have remembered all
of your friends with gifts
but not the two billion pagans
in mission lands —then send
something to the Holy Father
through his Society for the
Propagation of the Faith. In
this way. our Christmas will
be happy —and yours!
GOD LOVE YOU to D. D.
for $5: "I am a newspaper
boy. I only earn a little money,
but this small gift is the least
I can do for the missions."
To Mr. and Mrs. W.W.K. for
$150: "A small token of our
gratitude to God for all the
beautiful blessings lie has con-
tinuously bestowed upon us."
To the K. family for $10: "Be-
cause of necessity, our six
children share in the house-
work. When their chores are
done improperly we subtract
a fine from their allowance
which they are happy to send
to the missions."
Cut out th's column, pin
your sacrifice to it and address
it to Bishop Fulton J. Sheen,
National Director, Society for
the Propagation of the Faith,
366 Fifth Avc., New York, or
,tn your diocesan director:
Bishop Martin W. Stanton, 31
Mulberry St., Newark, or
Msgr. William F. Louis, 24
DcGrassc St., Paterson.
Forty Hours
Newark
Ok. 1). INI
Seorlk Sunday K Mnal
■■ Karr'* lloapiial. Fourth SI. and
WUUm A VO., Hoboken
„ • - Oec. J», INI
Sunday Within Octavo oI Christmas
Parpatual Rosary Shrlns. Mortis and
Sprtnffleld Avt., Summit
SI. Anastasia's. IOM Tsansrk Rd , Waal
ErtfWood
Paterson
Dk. 1), INS
Fourth Sunday at Advent
Convent at Immaculate Conception,
Now St. Paterson
Due. M. INI
Sunday Within Octave el Christmas
Sacred Heart. ICS Randolph Avo . Chi-
ton
Chapel aI Our Lady. Convent Station
Our Would-Be Idealists
Are Searching for a Cause
By REV. ANDREW M. GREELEY
In contemporary America al-
most everyone agrees that the
younger generation is not very
idealistic. It is generally ac-
cepted that college graduates
are interested mainly in ma-
terial comfort and security,
that the spirit of adventure
which marked the youth of the
Old Frontier and the spirit of
community service which
marked the youth, of the New
Deal are simply not tb be
found ahtong the "coddled
kids” of the age of the New
Frontier.
Reality, however, has a
nasty habit of refusing to ad-
just itself to our cliches. A re-
cent study of the occupational
values of college graduates
conducted by the National
Opinion Research Center of
the University of Chicago
seems to suggest that the cur-
rent crop of college seniors
are as wildly idealistic a group
of young people as have ever
inhabited the earth.
THE MOST important occu-
pational value to the 33,000
graduates in the survey was
"an opportunity to be helpful
to others or useful to society”
—checked by 70% of the re-
spondents.
Second was "opportunity to
be original and creative" and
the third was "living and
working in a world of ideas.”
Money and security finished a
very poor sixth and seventh.
Even if they are merely say-
ing what they think ought to
be Baid, it is significant that
they think these are the things
that ought to be said.
We would suggest that the
problem of contemporary
youth is far more subtle than
merely the alleged decline of
idealism. Instead of being reb-
els without a cause, contem-
porary youth are idealists
without a cause.
IN THE 1930’g the enemies
were obvious—hunger,- pov-
erty, unemployment, injustice,
the economic royalists (re-
member them?); but in the
1960’s it is not at all clear
what idealists ought to be do-
ing or indeed whether there is
anything left for them to do.
There is, of course, the
Peace Corps, the Papal Volun-
teers, and the various other
International assistance or lay
mission groups. But these or-
ganizations are still new and
from the point of view of cau-
tious young persons their
worth has yet to be proven.
Nor is it clear this kind of
work is what all young ideal-
ists ought to be doing. Ought
everyone to be going to South
America or Asia? Is there
nothing left to be done at
home?
AS SERIOUS as the lack of
outlets for the young idealist
is the outright opposition that
he is likely to encounter from
his family. Religious organiza-
tions must realistically face
the fact that the values which
religion wants for young peo-
pie are often very different
from what the family wants.
A priest may well want
some of the young people in
his care to go to Africa with
the Peace Corps or Guatemala
with the Papal Volunteers, or
to teach catechism in a slum
parish, but he soon learns that
the parents most decidedly do
not want such things. In the
American middle class Catho-
lic mentality, there is no room
for such “fanaticism” and the
young person who shows in-
clination to the lay mission
vocation can usually count
on violent parental opposition.
There are exceptions, of
course, but the harsh fact
seems to be that many Catho-
lic parents who went through
their formative years during
the great depression can see
no other goals for their chil-
dren than economic ones.
' TIIE MIDDLE class parent
has planned his child's life
since before the child was con-
ceived and in these plans there
is no room for the enthusiams
of youthful idealism.
Surely there is no greater
paradox in our society. We
have trained a generation
oi young people with at least
vaguely idealistic orientations.
Then we do all in our power to
prevent them from being Ideal-
ists. One does not have to be a
prophet to suspect that the
frustrations which will arise in
years to come from such a
situation are not going to be
pleasant.
Letters to the Editor
Ths turn* and address of tba writer mutt be included in a letter
intended for publication, but they will be withheld if requested.
Dissenter
On Column
L.S. Jasinski
Newark
Editor:
"By the beginning of Decem-
ber,” the Louis Budenz column
of Dec. 13 tells us, "our entire
general press has confessed
that the victory in Cuba was
not ours but Soviet Russia’s.”
Aw, come on, fellas ..,
Orphanage
Needs Help
S. India
Editor:
I am an Indian missionary,
working for the past 24 years
in the Kottar Diocese under
Bishop Thomas R. Agniswami,
S.J,
I am now in charge of St.
Lawrence’s Orphanage for
boys. There arc now over 80
boys who are complete or-
phans, mere strays picked up
from the slums in different
villages. We have to provide
them with all necessaries such
as food, clothing, schooling,
books etc.
I would be very grateful for
your used clothes, devotional
articles and Catholic literature,
which you could spare. Any
pecuniary help, be it ever
so small, will also be welcome.
In grateful return we shall
pray for all your intentions
and for the success ot all your
undertakings.
Father Ambrose, M.
St. Lawrence's Orphanage
c/o Bishops' House
Nagercoil, Madrrs State
Lugubrious, You Said?
Well, It’s Like This ...
By JOSEPH A. BREIG
A young man from overseas
is living with us while he tries
to lay hold of the English
language, which he studied in-
dustriously for four years in
his own country not only
industriously, but innocently,
because he did not have the
faintest notion what jungles he
was venturing into.
Now he realizes that learn-
ing our tongue is like wrestling
with a writhing boa constrictor
which has been greased from
head to tail. He complains,
justly enough, that when he
turns to the dictionary for
help, he discovers that the
word he docs not understand
Is defined with other words he
does not understand.
IT LS AT THIS point that I
come in —and soon enough
find myself in trouble.
How, for example can I
explain to our visitor the
meaning of "lugubrious"
which is what he dumped in
my lap the other day.
Webster does his best, which
is not nearly good enough,
with- "doleful" and "mourn-
ful," and with "sorrowful, oft-
en ridiculously or fcigncdly
so."
But all that merely com-
plicates the confusions which
are plaguing our youthful
visitor.
The fact is that I have never
been able to define "lugu-
brious,” and I never will be
able to define it. Possibly it is
indefinable. When I see the
word, or hear it, a mental
image comes to me of ■ man
with a lugubrious face. If I
could transfer the image to
you, you'd know what I mean
by lugubrious; but short of
that,.l can't really convey ita
meaning to you.
THE OTHER EVENING our
overseas visitor was watching
a detective story on TV with
me, and a character In the
show said he was being shad-
owed.
"What's that mean?” our
young man asked.
I switched on a ceiling light
and pointed to my shadow.
"See, it always follows me,"
I explained idiotically.
He said "ah!" and sat think-
ing for a while. Then he lifted
a finger and said, "Ah, yes-
tile!”
I mulled it over. Tile. Tile.
What on earth was the lad
driving at? I gave up end in-
formed him that tile are things
you put on the floor or the
wall.
PROBABLY he thought that
I was up to my old leg-pulling
tricks again, but he sat think
ing. Then he exclaimed: "Ah!
Not tile. T-a-l-e!"
I am a slow thinker, but in
a couple of minutes I caught
on.
"Not t-a-l-e," I told him.
“You mean t-a-I-L Yes, tail
means the same as shadow.
The man was being tailed.
Precisely so.”
To make sure he understood,
I got up and moved around
the room wagging my hand
at the base of my vertebrae
in illustration. His fac«
brightened as comprehension
came to him. “The tall followa
one. yes!”
All this time, the detective
tile I mean tale had been
inexorably proceeding; and I'm
afraid I will never find out
whodunnit.
Mass Calendar
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Patera*!: CoU. Collect: Prat. etc.
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ST. FRANCIS
of ASSISI
(NATIONAL SHRINK OF ST. ANTMONT)
CHRISTMAS DAY MASSES
Csrly Morning Msssss
2:30 A M.. 4,5, 6. 7,8, 9, 10,11,1130AM.
Aftarnoon Mmn
12, 12:30, 12:45 P.M.
11 AM. SOLEMN HIGH MASS
Midnight Miss
Solemn High-Upper Church
+
ST. FRANCIS of ASSISI
’l3s WIST 31 »t ST. (and Weil 32nd St.J
■ I (Between 6th & 7th Avenues)
„, w YORK I. M. r»
•Borgos & Borgosl
Insurance
of all kinds \
OiOROI
593
KEARNY
Phone
ADD ST. JUDE
TO YOUR CHRISTMAS LIST
Your donation will holp build a much noodod
clinic at St. Judo's Philippine Minion.
Your Donation May Bo Sent
c/o Msgr. Joseph Brestel
St. George's Rectory
408 Getty Ave., Paterson 3, N. J.
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Dividends paid from day of deposit-never a lost dividend day.
15 extra dividend days every January, April, July and October.
(Deposits received by the 15th earn dividends from the Ist.)
7
Dividends compounded and credited 4 times a year-no long wait between dividends?
Accounts insured to $lO,OOO by the Federal Savings and Loan InsuranceCorporation-
positive protection.
H "
$l4 million in Carteret’s own reserves further safeguard each account.
Proven integrity, progressive managementand sound investment policies.
YOU CAN DEPEND ON CARTERET
New Jersey's Largest Savings & Loan Association.
Assets over $225 million including $2l million
in u. S. Government securities.
More than $2Ol million in savings alone.
ss9'/3 million paid in dividends to date.
Current dividend a liberal 4% per yoar on accounts
of $5O or more.
PLUS THESE EXTRAS
...
9 easy to reach offices in Newark, East Orange and South
Orange to serve you. ■ Or you can save by mail with all
postage paid by Carteret. ■ Other helpful services include I
dividend-paying Christmas Club, American Express Traveler’*
Cheques, U. S. Savings Bonds sold and redeemed.
Join your friends and neighbors at Carteret, /he preferred
place to save.
ALAROEST IN NE W JERSEY
Carteret savings
TS. C,.«d of
CAKltHtl
SAVINGS I
and these additional CICHT offices for year
NEWARK, 300 tloomfl.u Av.nu.
and Loan Association
_
866 BROAD STREET, NEWARK ..
(AST ORANGti 604
SOUTH ORANGE, 139 Sou* Oraaee
Holiday Movies
For Families
By WILLIAM H. MOORING
This Christmas family movie
parties have a better choice
otf suitable shows than they
had last year.
Specially recommended for
the family are:
Jumbo Excellent circus
story with music, spectacular
wire and animal acts.
Glgot Quaint comedy-ro-
mance in color about a Paris
janitor who befriends a small
girl.
Music Man— Fine cast,
sensationally good in hit
musical of lowa, 1912.
Wonderful World of Brothers
Grimm Fairy-tale sequ-
ences are magnificent; ideal
for youngsters.
These are also good: /
Legend of Lobo Fascinat-
ing, exciting, real-life adven-
tures among wolf-packs in
New Mexico, for nature-lovers
especially.
In Search of Castaways
Lots of action, travel, excite-
ment and spectacle about
search for missing sea cap-
tain.
Keluctant Saint Humor-
ous, not irreverent story about
poor dim-witted Italian vil-
lager who became St. Joseph
of Cupertino. Slightly above
small-fry interests.
Escape From Berlin Good
suspenseful melodrama set
against real backgrounda of
digging out from Berlin.
Longest Day Epic story
of D-Day, grim but inspiring
for those in a aerioua mood.
Billy Budd Melville’s sea
classic of harsh discipline vs.
"justice” and loyalty. Too
brutal for junior.
Mutiny on Bounty • Storm,
mutiny and fire at sea; idyllic
Polynesian festivities on land.
For adults, adolescents.
Films on TV
FAMILY
ABe* la Ha Sod* luli’i
WioMud Mount Ii
Christmas Carol rtodnim
ERS“r
Mjaaf StinwoS Son Como* Bon*
Tart* Torpado Boat
aOrada at Oar Waat at t—ik—
Lady at Fatima warn a Ufa
ADULTS, ADOLESCENTS
BriSa at Gorilla Pardoo Sty Karoos
«« WlO-
- at Baaaa aOrar ChaUca
Devil's Disciple Nava Ship
Doctor fa House So Evil My Lora
S*f * HaU Standing Boom*
Btdaoot Only
Mark of Zorn Sam let
gas. nrur*"
Pajothw^Oouai
OBJECTIONABLE
Christznao M 7th Victim
Caneettcut S Godtatban
KSHgafaW
MOVIES
n tHarul 'a7'''
‘
For further Information MA J-S7OO or AD 3-0000
Morally Unobjectionable for Everyone
Acrooa tbo Brtdi*
Best at Enemies
Bly Rad
Damn the Defiant
Eddy Dochin Story
H ad
Escape From East
Berlin
Fancy Pants
S Weeks la
Balloon
Forever My Lore
Bay Psrr-aa
Glfot
Oon Glory
Harold Lloyds
World of Comedy
Tlarculoa
Invasion of Star
Creatures
It's Only Money
Joseph 4 His
Brsthreo
Joornsy to Canter
of Earth
Jumbo
Lagsnd of Lobs
Let's Rock
Living Duaart
I ftnft Day
Mtki Way for Ula
Marco Polo
Mr. Bobba Takoo
Vacation
Murder. Sho Said
Music Mas
Nrror Say
Goodhya
Night World
Exploited
No Man la Island
Phantom of Optra
Question 7
ltrluct.nl Saint
Road to Hood Kong
Sant. Cl.ui
Sorgranta I
30* Spartan.
Romanoff 4 Jmlat
S stoog.i Meat
Hercules
Trojan Hon*
Wonderful World
of Bros. Grimm
Young Gun. of
Tnai
ZoU
Unobjectionable for Adults, Adolescents
Annie Got Your
Oca
AtUla
Bad Day at
Black Rock
Barabbaa
Btrdman of
Alcatraz
Bridges at
Toko-Rl
Convict* 4
Dam's Cargo
Flower Dram Son*
Ucronlmo
C.una
o£ Darkness
Judgment at
Nuremberg
Kid Calahad
Lon* Absence
Mafiilflcaut T
Matter at Who
Miracle Worker
Mutiny on Bounty
My Ootaha
On tbo
Watsrfrost
Pirates of Blood
River
Ptt A Pendulum
Hear Window
Requiem for
Heerywetfht
Roman Holiday
Savage Guns
Scraom of Foar
7 Little Foy.
Sl.grco.ch to
Daacor’. Rock
SUla* 17
Stato Fair
3 TlckeU to Paris
''allant
Young Doctor.
Your Post
In Showing
Morally Unobjectionable for Adults
Adventure* o t
Youaf Man
AH la Nlfht'a Work
Numb orpboua
Boya* NUbt Out
Cat on Hot Tin
Roof
Coot Saotambar
Horror Hotal
Hooaa of Intrlfoo
If Man Aaawara
Inherit the Wind
Warm
Loneliness of Long
Distance Runner
Manrimrtan
Candidal*
North by
Northwest
Notorious Landlady
Nun 4 Sertgtant
Ocean's 11
Only S Can Play
Panic Year Zero
Period of
Adtettawaft
Pigeon That
Took Romo
Rocco A Hla
Brothers
Singer Not Song
fcnrtnw
Sundays A Cybele
Through Glam
Darkly
3 lor Saesaw
vikings
Virgin Spring
Warrior. I
West ado Story
What Ever
Happened to
Baby JaaoT
Where Truth Use
Vojlmbo
Morally Objectionable inPart for Everyone
Aaaa Karenina
Bramble Bush
Candida
Career Girl
Chapman Report
Doctor la Lava
Bead
It Happened la
Athens
Jessica
Love 4
Frenchwoman
Lover Coma Back
Man Trap
Man Wun Golden
Ann
Mary Had a Lulls
Mongols
°al Joey
Parrish
Peeping Tom
Kahrtna
Soma Cam#
Summer akin
f Face at Eve
Too Late Blues
v*ry*Rlvat* Alfalr
Walu of Toreadors
War Lover
Wolto Sava Ship
Separate Classification
Divorce: Italian Frond LoUU Lon* Day's Journey
Style Kin* of Kings fcL
Condemned
» CMfUI SM.
OsMaa Eyas
Book Reviews
Missals for Christmas
A gift to encourage greater
participation In the graces of
the Church year la diatinctly
appropriate for Christmas. A
missal can't be topped in this
regard, and there are two fine
new ones that merit attention.
FROM HELICON Press
comes "The Layman’s Missal”
(1,328 pages, $8.50) which ii
striking in several ways, par-
ticularly for the inclusion of
the ritual for several of the
sacraments, at well as parts
of the Divine Office.
This is a beautifully de-
signed book, with eight special
color pages featuring modern
liturgical art by Robert Ram-
busch. Type is excellent.
Included Is the music for
several Masses, English trans-
lations of hymns, and crisp
and probing explanations of
the liturgy. “What we do in
the liturgy," reads the Intro-
duction, "is somehow to make
present this very same act
(the redemptive action of
Christ); in the liturgy the
Church recalls and celebrates,
and thereby enables us to take
part in or share, the redemp-
tive work of our Savior.”
"The Layman’s Missal" is
for “the ordinary Catholic."
Perhaps this Is why It remains
in the realm of a “full Sun-
day missal” or more de-
scriptively, an almost-daily
missal including instead of
the minor fcastdays, the full
ritual for Baptism, Confirma-
tion, and Extreme Unction.
A NEW VERSION of an old
favorite is the latest "St. An-
drew Daily Missal,” by Dom
Gasper LeFebvre and the
Monks of St. Andrew’s Abbey
in Belgium, and distributed by
DDB Publishers, New York.
(1,222 pages, $7.95).
Along with the traditional
formal delineation of the ru-
brics of the Mass, and the
good St. Andrew’s translation,
are additions like the explana-
tion of dialogue Mass proce-
dure, and something that's
been lacking in most prayer
til recently, English
versions of Benediction hymns.
This missal leaves no room
for ommission of the Mass for
a particular day it even in-
cludes a list of tho cathedral
dedication days for every dio-
cese of the U. S.
It is truly a daily missal.
However, it remains a sur-
prisingly compact and inex-
pensive volume. To achieve
this the publishers have used
a type that is rather too small
for some readers, and of a
poorer typographical quality
than some other editions of St.
Andrew’s.—Anne Mae Buckley
Greatest Story, Well-Told
TO KNOW CHRIST JESUS,
by Frank J. Sheed. Sheed and
Ward. 377 pages. $5.
"This book is not a bio-
graphy,” an introductory note
explains. Nor is it a Gospel
commentary, or a harmony of
the Gospels. It is instead a
word-and-flesh story of the
Word made Flesh, an informal
account of everyday life in Is-
rael at the time of the
Redemption, a loving descrip-
tion of the Son of Man who is
remarkably unknown.
What do we know of Christ,
the great majority of us?
“A blaze of light about His
birth," Sheed says, "another
about HJa death, but dimness
in between. An occasional mir-
acle stands out, a few parables.
But there is no shape to the
knowledge, no depth or con-
nection. We seem curiously in-
curious about the life of One
Who is the Life of our life.”
ADVOCATE READERS have
enjoyed Sheed colurana for
years. This book is an out-
growth of his columns on the
Life of the Lord.
Sheed effectively applies the
same formula here. Judea and
Samaria and Galilee take on
physical dimensions; the
"desert place" where the feed-
ing of the 5,000 took place be-
comes vividly real in Sheed’s
hands; the Apostles and dis-
clples, the rulers and the sol-
diers come to life con-
vincingly.
While it is all good report-
ing wordy at times but good
reporting, nonetheless it is
not simply the modern Jour-
nalistic account of a famous
hiatorical event which has en-
joyed such great favor in re-
cent year*. Sheed will de-
scribe a miracle with a re-
porter’s research and skill,
flesh It out with a writer's in-
sight, explain ita significance
with a theologian’s understand-
ini, and combine the entire
approach with a Christian’s
love for Christ.
In summary: the greatest
story ever told, well-told.
Jerry Costello
Radio
WNEW 1130. WNTtC 680, WHOM
Moo. wrns 000. won no. wmca
070, WWRL 1000. WVNJ 630, WBNX
1380, WABC 770, WERA 1800.
WFHA-FM 100.3. WFUVFK 00.7.
WSOU-FM 09.6
SUNDAY, DIC, 13
7 a.m. WPAT Christophers.
7 a.m. WNEW Hour of Crucified.
"Fathers! Christmas."
7:05 a.m, WOR Marian Theater.
7:80 a.m. WHOM - Sacrod Heart.
0 a.m. WINS - mullet Fathers. ' Why
Worry." Rev, Waller SuUlvan.
1:10 a.m. WMCA Are Maria Hour.
"Common Clay,”
8:30 a.m. WWRL Ave Marla Hour.
0:30 a.m. WVNJ - Living Rosary.
11:3a a.m. WERA Hour of CrucUled.
"Fathera' Christmas."
Noon WFHA (FM) - Friendly Conor
lor Shut-Ins, Mary Productions.
Noon WFUV (FM) - Min From Bluo
Chapel.
13:15 p.m. WFHA Our Spiritual
Mother.
13:45 p.m. WFUV <FM)-Bacrod Heart
3:30 p.m. WNBC - Catholic How.
4 p.m. WFUV (FM) Candlelight
Carol Service. St. Philip Neri.
5:30 p.m. (WFUV-FMi - Ave Maria
6 p.m. WBNX - St. Jude Novena.
« p.m. WFUV (FM) Hour ol Crucl-
n*d. "Fathera' Christmas.”
7 p.m. WFUV (FM) Georgetown Uat-
veretty Forum.
7 p.m. WWRL . Hall Mary Hour.
7:45 p.m. WBNX Novena.
• p.m. (WFUV-FM) Fordham Lec-
ture Satie*.
9 p.m. (WFUV-FM)—Liturgical Music.
10 p.m. WABC - Christian In Action.
MONDAY DSC. 34
3i» p.m
i
BWOU (FM) - Sacrod Heart.
« p.m. WFUV (FM) _ Sacrod Heart.
7i4S p.m. WBNX Novena.
5 p.m. WFUV (FM) - Spanish Carola.»:« p.m. WCBS Christmas Program.
St. Vincent Forrar choir.
TUISDAY, DIC. 3J
1:10 p.m. WSOU (FM) - Sacrod Heart.
5 pm. (WFUV-FM) Sacred Heart.
7:45 p.m. WBNX - Noveua
WEDNESDAY, DEC. 15
1:30 pjn. WSOU (FM) - Sacrod Heart.
6 p.m. (WFUV-FM i— Sacrod Heart
7:M pjn. WSOU (FM) - Christoph^,.
THURSDAY, DIC. 17
1:30 P.m. WSOU (FM) Sacrod Heart.
, <§tri*L
W*° U <rU> ~ r#u<m ‘ a * °*
S p.m. (WFUV-FM) (acred Heart.
FRIDAY, DIC. II
IiSO pa. WSOU (FM) Sacrod Heart.
0 p.m. WFUV (FMI _ g«rod Heart;
7:30 p.m. WSOU (FM) Hour at
Crucified.
”
Child's New Year
Blueing."
I p.m. WBNX Novens.
SATURDAY. DIC. It
0 p.m. WFUV (FM) - Sacrod Heart.
» 30 p.m. WOR - FamUy Theater.
Television
.SUNDAY, DIC. »
7:48 e.m. (7) Christopher*. Bob
Cnneldln*.
7:58 a m. (I) - Christophers,
s a.m. (I) Hour of St. Francis.
« M a.m. <4l Catholic Fourth R.
Christmas special - MaryknoU Meters.
IIM ajn. (I) Catholic Viewpoint
fjs^-,lrorfiLa'.'B - , “ bub
13 mldnCrM (7) - Maas From Nation-
UtuSfTh.ro rouES!.*'* Coßt*«’Uon-
isiMEtwv wwfßi cviaoruu.
rrem *•
TUESDAY. DSC. 35
'chWunro m*SMw",lbWl
• «.W. (11) - Chrl*toph*rt. Robert
Youaf.
Pamphlet on Rosary
WASHINGTON (NC)
“MedKationa on the Roiary,”
written by Pope John and ia<
sued in October, 1981, hai been
publlabed in pamphlet form by
the Publication Office of the
NCWC at 1312 MluachusetU
Avenue N.W., here.
Drama Ratings
Following la a list ot currant or
meant plsya compiled by the Legloa
of Decency of the Newark Arch-
diocese.
Family
Ctmolot Man for AD
Sound o< Music Seasons
Adults
Affair, Th* Lord Peng*
Beyond th* Mary. Mary
Fringe Milk Si Honey
Calculated Risk Mr. President
Carnival! Never Too Late
How to Succeed
In Business
THE ADVOCATE6 December 20, 1982
FOR SALE
Choica, Fraah Cut
CHRISTMAS
TREES
AN iIXM. RcawnobU Prie»l
Dac 12 to 24
9 A. M. to 10 P. M.
ST. ANTHONY'S
ORPHANAGE
471 hMb Am, Ibamy
tf your children need.-*
SCIENTIFIC
SHOE
IN CALDWILL
343 Bloomfield Avo.
CA 6-3604
•Um ImuQ An. p.rktno Lot
IN ILOOMPIILD
574 Bloomflold Avo.
N 3-2722
«oo» m:\vs
FOR ItyUTY SAVERS
NEW INCREASED DIVIDEND .S
Starting < h t Ist
PfR ANNUM
foi penoil beginning Od hi
Based on ciiucnl earnings
S INSURfbU
v
EQUITY
SAVINGS
KEARNY AVE. CORNER Or MIDLAND AVE.
KEARNY, N.J.
SHOW/ROOMS
Let us, on this Christmas, be reminded of the journey
of the three Wise Men to the little town of Bethlehem. Like
them, let us find new hope, new inspiration in the bright
aod shining promise; on Earth, Peace to men of Good Will.
ROMA—9-11 HOLLAND ST. (OFF 468 SPRINGFIELD AVE., NWK.)
I MATS. DAILYCHRISTMAS WEEK |
ESSEBeEII
HH6ndj
Kl&ruk.
IEKFDL
*si%2!S*
grptiyi
■MW AMD mm OHOIM ACCCTttf
]QESQBEZIT3K33iIQQEBH
■ I Mm Now Y«r'| 1», ,t ■
7,0« - 10.00 P.M. - Rowrvo Now
"this is mi
STUPENDOUS! STAJITS
Tomo'w (Fri.) D«c. 21
<Am*rfc«n Lmlm Iwiim
-OwW, H. Y. Tmm om
(A
DARRYL F. ZANUCKS THE
DAY
S«ltl
Now for All
Mlirvitloni
PI 4-1455
For Persons Over 21
9:00 P.M. to 12:30 AM.
DANCING
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
CLUB ST. LEO
Market St., at the Boulevard, East Paterson, N.J.
Featuring Alternating
ORCHESTRAS
Directions!
Driving South on Garden State Parkway, Exit 158
Driving North on Garden State Parkway, Exit 157
(One Minute from either Exit)
8*w
VINV.SA
jV.R**'
NTVOR UOM^1
MOSI
To remember and be remembered
. .. the exquisite decor, our famous
continental cuisine, the superb French service. livery
orous detail arranged with impeccable taste. Select from 20
beautiful function rooms, all fully air conditioned. Accom-
modating from 10 to 1500 persons.
BROAD STREET AT LINCOLN PARK. NEWARK. NEW JERSEY
OUR ATTFNDANT Will HANK YOUR CAR
MIAMI
BEACH
Lajlawav\s
On tl'<‘ Ocn.m ■
MOST/
FUNoanrui
Rnoar-Mont"''
Church & Man Information
For LUNCHEON & DINNER
Restaurant
and Cocktail Lounge
•8« MT. PROSPECT AVE., NEWARK
Private Banquet Facilities
RESERVATIONS ACCEPTED HUmboldt 2-5019
Emigrant to Pay
NEW HIGH
Dividend Rate...
O
A
AA
A
•tf
total per annum on
ONE YEAR
DEPOSITS!
For the quarter beginning October lit, it is anticipated that
all balances of $5 or more on deposit on or before October
16, 1961 will earn a regular dividend of ZH% plus a
special Vi%
. . .
total 4H% based on continuance of
favorable earnings.
PLUS
Extra Dividend Days Every Month!
Dividends From Day Of Deposit!
Dividends 4 Times k Year!
Now you can deposit up to $15,000 In an Individ-
ual Savings Account...up to $30,000 in a Joint or
Trust Account
r
EMIGRANT
Industrial SAVINGS BANK
□ Without obligation i.nd lil.isM. an bew I caa Uarl bvddbig
8 9®«d to* ta.arva In an fmlgreni Sa.Ug. Auanl. I an btlereWed
b« an □ Individual Account O Jolnl Account Q TrvW Auawnl
----—--------.--or
Endotad U t to opan on account
O In my nama olona
□ In my noma In trv«l tor j
□ In my noma jointly wllti | ——————
forward potiboolt to DM/.
MINT NAM I,
ADORIII.
SI Chambers Street
Op,
Opan !
pot it* Cl lyjfoll Pork
i Mon. and P ‘
□ Mrv □ MUa
OTT
(V*a lagl.laxd Malt whan landing iaAj
mtm
i Frt. to 0 P.M.
S Kelt 42nd Street
(AnatMr anUanca 10 laat 4Jrd Street)
Utluttn Fifth and MoJiton Avtnutt
Open Mon. to 7 P.M.. Yrt. to 8 P.M
7th Avo. A 31 it Street
SiptMlld Prnn Stationon. and Kri. to 8:30 P.M.
Meuses resesAw esreeiv ihsuoamss com ei*tte«
" A
JOY [?]
CHRISTMAS And May Your Christmas Be as Blessed
... And May Your Christmas Be as Blessed
By JUNE DWYER
I’ve never been to Bethle-
hem, but last Christmas I
came as close to the spirit of
that first Christmas Eve as I
think I ever shall.
The message had come the
night before that someone we
loved dearly might not live to
see Christmas Day. We
dressed warmly and packed a
few things. The snow fell and
the car moved slowly into tho
hills of Morris County.
The hospital was settled on
a white blanket and the slow
moving cars seemed in awe
as they moved to the top of
the hills where a few lighted
trees and a large star of
white lights blinked under the
falling snow.
The journey was filled with
love and caring love for
someone whose time seemed
near. A love that wished him
the glory of Heaven for Christ-
mas but still wanted him to
stay here on earth with us.
The caring was about each
other.
IT WAS a long day ln the
hospital on the hill but what a
beautiful one. In that room
where we watched and waited
there were a million little ges-
tures that told us that man
was good, that there are
Christians to follow the Babe
1.900 years after his birth,
that the things of the world
don’t matter very much.
The priest was there to see
us; he had administered Ex-
treme Unction long before. He
spoke with peace. "He is
ready," he said. But he said
much more. The message of
Christmas became real: "Fear
not, for I bring you tidings of
great joy . . God became
man. The kingdom of Heaven
had been opened.
Kind people who knew how
to help were there night and
day bringing gifts to that
quiet room. It was a quick
hello, a peek at the patient,
reassurance, cups of hot cof-
fee, small talk, volunteering to
take over during the vigil, a
few candy canes and uvery bit
of medical knowledge at their
command.
Our love, like St. Joseph’s,
could only help in prayer.
CHRISTMAS Eve we went
to find lodging and a place to
eat. It wouldn’t have been a
completely magical Christmas
if we had found room easily.
"We do have single rooms, but
you’ll have to double up and
it won’t be comfortable," we
heard. We smiled and ac-
cepted.
While eating yes, at an inn
—a town crier appeared and
called us to the village
square. There was a Crib set
up. An organ could be beard
from the nearby Church.
Carollers sang "Oh, Come All
Ye Faithful," "Silent Night,"
"It Came Upon a Midnight
Clear.” In the shadows, for as
far as you could see, figures
were standing all around
The Crib, in the snow on the
hill..
We. returned hopefully to the
hospital and met more men
and women in white who gave
us (he news that God was giv-
ing us a Christmas present.
Our patient was better.
MIDNIGHT MASS completed
the memory. The Church waa
made in the simple architec-
ture of our country. The con-
gregation was decked out in
ita finest clothes to greet and
honor the King.
We didn’t have any "kingly
robes" with us. And though
there were three of us, we felt
like the shepherds dressed for
the winds of the bills and the
cold of the night.
They had the Baby Jesus on
a pillow and they carried Him
in procession to the manger
on the altar. We had never
seen that before. We were tired
and felt apart from the gaily
dressed people who seemed to
wonder why we had not pre-
pared our wardrobe to meet
the King of the World.
WHEN CHRIST came to us
ln Communion, the miracle of
Christmas was complete —a
journey, love, true Christmas
gifts of warmth, compassion,
sharing; peace, a King to turn
to when all else In the world
fails, another year and more
for someone we love.
We went back into the snow.
There was no place to eat but
on such a night a little hunger
was also a gift. We went back
to the crowded quarters, a bit
grateful for such a symbolic
ending to our day.
May your Christmas be as
blessed.
North Jersey Date Book
—r»^ bUwiT »o «»*• «• or thl*
'jUJ nood tho turn* of Ult oukir of »»»>and topic, tad tho name of the chairman.
lnformation received by 10 a.m. on Monday of th*
BSr°^ib l^l0a £“«& ln lh * D,t *
THURSDAY, DEC. 20
It James Hospital Guild, Newark Card
party, 1 p.m., auditorium; Mrs. Walter
O'Brien, chairman.
St Nicholas Rosary, Palisades Park Covered
dish supper.
The Patrician Guild - Christmas party, St.
Patrick’s auditorium, Newark; dolls dressed
tor St. Patrick’s children, grades one-four,
on display.
' SUNDAY, DEC. 23
St. Aloysios Academy Alumnae, Jersey City
Homecoming, 4-7 p.m., auditorium; Mrs. Alice
Lawler, Mrs. Ann Butler, chairmen.
THURSDAY, tUSC. 27
St. Paul of the Cross Rosary, Jersey City
Meeting, 8:30, auditorium; party and gifts
for Sisters of St. Anne’s Villa. Mrs. Patrick
Patrozelll, Olga Delle Fagan, chairmen.
MONDAY, DEC. 31
St Aloysios Rosary, Caldwell New Year’s
Eve ball, 10 p.m., parish hall; midnight buf-
fet
GIFT FROM SAVING-Sister M. Emmanuel, O.P., principal, had dreamed of a library
for her St. Ann's (Newark) School for three years. Now. thank, to her saving, and the
help of parish,oners, .he ho, one with 650 books and 150 filmstrips. Examining some
books ore Michael Benes and Lidia Prokosiew.
Quote
Of the Week
"In my opinion, there Is
no sound psychological rea-
son that 1 know of for chil-
dren not enjoying the Santa
myth, as long as they
know it is not true.
"But if a child at 4 or 5
years of age can believe
that one person can come
down all the chimneys of
the world in one night, and
can fly through the air with
reindeer and a sleigh and
necessarily a heavy load,
the child's whole relation
with reality and his whole
ability to think clearly in
terms of cause and effect
may be seriously damaged.
"Why? Because be will
have learned that to think
in relation to the evidence
of his own eyes leads only
to confusion and fear. More-
over, he will have learned,
having been fooled once,
not to trust his parents so
well in the future. I do not
say that these things al-
ways happen, but they can
happen.” Rev. Joseph L.
larnnon, 0.P., dean of Prov-
Wence College.
Hudson Selects
Contest Winners
JERSEY CITY - Publica-
tions of Our Lady of Libera
(West New York) and St.
Nicholas (Jersey City) will
represent Hudson County In
the Archdiocesan CYO Journal-
ism contest.
Echo I of Our Lady of Libera
won the magaiine division ln
Hudson County, it wa, an-
nounced by Msgr Henry J.
Murphy, county CYO director.
In the newspaper dlvisioo,
St. Nicholas won with its
Mother Pauline Echoes. Tied
for second were Assumption
(Bayonne) and St. Bridget’s
(Jersey City).
Five Grade Civics Clubs
Receive Official Charters
NEWARK—Five new civics
clubs received official charters
from the Commission on
American Citizenship in
Washington this week.
St. Philip the Apostle, Clif-
ton, has formed three clubs as
one unit and St. Michael's,
Palisades Park, and St.
James, Newark, each have
one club.
THE CUFTON club, listed
under the school name, la com-
posed of eighth graders from
three separste rooms. Heading
the three classea are Samuel
Alexander (80), Robert Fazio
(81) and Kenneth Walsh (82).
Other officers include:
80. Dennis Cleary, William Ce-
saletti and Rose Fenelon; 81,
Charles Lajaskle, Ruth Wood,
Marlene Scrolls, Albert Papa
and Guy Tulp; and 82, Kath-
leen Heffernan, Eugene Tar-
nowski and Edward Szyman-
ski.
ROBERT COHAN la presi-
dent of the seventh graders
comprising the St. Michael’s
Civics Club. He is assisted by
Robert Gallo, James Monahan,
John Tochko and Robert Delia-
cona.
The Newark eighth graders
formed the St. James Catholic
Action Club under President
Theresa Peronti. Other officers
are Mary Ann I.ampariello.
Annette Cortazzo, Suzanne
Garry, Gerald Maneri and
John Martuccl.
CHRISTMAS SALUTE-Bishop-Elect Joseph A. Costello
(third right) was honored by the Archdiocesan Council of
Catholic Women at its annual Christmas meeting and
reception. Joining in the presentation were, in usual
order, Msgr. James F. Loooney, chancellor; Mrs. Richard
Gormley, national director of the NCCW for the Newark
Province; Mrs. Richard Strasser, ACCW president; Msgr.
James A. Hughes, vicar general, and Msgr. John E. Mc-
Henry, ACCW moderator.
Entrance Exam
Set in Lincroft
LINCROFT The entrance
examination for eighth grad-
ers interested in entering the
freshman class at the Chris-
tian Brothers Academy here in
September, 1963, will be given
Feb. 3 at 2 p.m. Each boy
should bring a $2 fee.
Further information is avail-
able from Brother Bernard,
principal.
Have You
Read...?
1. Who honored 39 priests of
the Archdiocese this week?
(a) Pope John
(b) Archbishop Boland
(c) President Kennedy
2. What saint had the startling
motto: “to suffer or to die?"
(a) St. Nicholas
(b) St. Teresa of Avila
(c) St. Stephen
3. Who are the "angels" who
appear each Christmas Eve
at Holy Family Residence,
Paterson?
(a) archangels
(b) postulants of the Miss-
ionary Sisters of the Im-
maculate Conception
(c) Girl Scouts
4. What are Young Advocate
Club members racing to
meet?
(a) the schoolbus to go on
vacation
(b) the deadline in the
Christmas contest
(c) Santa Claus
ANSWERS:l-(a),Pegs1;
2-(*),page9;3-(fc),page
9(Christmassupplement)/4-
(*)»7.
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Christmas Contest
SENIORS: (Boy* and girls from the fifth grad*
through th« eighth grades) Make a Christinas card of your
own design. Do not use a kit.
JUNIORS: (Boys and girl* from the kindergarten
through the fourth grades) Write a letter to the Christ
Child in ISO words or less. The letter must be your own.
<1) All entries must be accompanied by the above coupon
or a copy of it.
(2) Entries must be mailed by Friday, Dec. 21.
(>) Prises of gs, $3 and 12 will be awarded in each divi-
sion.
(4) Entries should be sent to June V. Dwyer. Young Ad-
vocate Club Headquarters, St Clinton St., Newark 2, N. J
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WINTER WEEK END TRIP
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[Transfer, Admission to Quebec Festl
lvel Dance.
The Church in the U. S.
Two Cities Vote Transportation
Bus transportation for paro-
chial school pupils was ap-
proved by voters in two New
. England communities last
■Week. A substantial majority
approved the question in Au-
gusta, Me., while the vote in
Ridgefield, Conn., was con-
siderably closer.
THE AUGUSTA vote-3,-
581-2,ls7—came on a referen-
dum authorized by a state
legislature act allowing mu-
nicipalities to decide whether
they will transport parochial
..school pupils in public school
busei.
Result of the referendum
was a stronger endorsement
of parochial pupil bus trans-
portation than in 1956 when a
similar vote was held. At that
time Augusta residents voted
2,915 to 2,470 to provide such
transportation.
The 1956 vote was chal-
lenged in the Maine Supreme
Court, which subsequently rul-
ed the bus service illegal In
the absence of legislative ap-
proval. In 1961 the state leg-
islature passed an enabling
act placing the question in lo-
cal option.
ABOUT 57% OF the voters In
Ridgefield approved school
bus transportation at public ex-
pense for children attending
St. Mary’s Catholic school.
Ridgefield was the seventh
community to vote in such a
referendum since the passage
of a state law in 1957 author-
izing the action. Five towns
have approved transportation
for such pupils, while two
have rejected it
•
Solve Bus Problem
CHILTON, Wls. (RNS) —The
Chilton Joint School District
has leased its fleet of 10 buses
to a private operator, thus re-
solving the problem of school
transportation for parochial
school pupils.
The bus operator will enter
into separate transportation
contracts with public and pa-
rochial schools.
Recently the school district
was ordered by the state to
atop carrying some 325 paro-
chial pupils on city-owned bus-
es. The mandate cited a ruling
by the Wisconsin Supreme
Court which found unconstitu-
tional a law passed by the
legislature to allow parochial
pupils to ride on public school
buses.
Under the new system, the
district and four Catholic par-
ishes in the city and sur-
rounding area will share
transportation costs. Parochial
pupils formerly had been per-
mitted to ride the buses free.
The bus schedules and routes
will remain basically the
same.
•
Ban Christmas Tree
SHARON, Mass. (RNS)
There will be no Christmas
trees or similar decorations in
classrooms of three public
schools, including the high
school here. The principals be-
lieve decorations would violate
separation of Church and State
principles.
Several hundred parents
have registered unsuccessful
protests with the town school
committee. Chairman Richard
Hosmer said the committee is
leaving the question up to in-
dividual principals.
In a fourth school, a major-
ity of the teachers voted for
trees and the rooms will be
decorated as usual.
•
Seminary to Expand
ELKHORN, Neb. (NC)
St. John Vianney Seminary
here has announced plans tor
a $lO million building program
involving the construction of 11
new buildings.
Rev. Thomas Allen, 0.5.8.,
prior of Mt._ Michael Monas-
tery, whose monks staff the
seminary, said the building
will begin next spring with the
construction of new living
quarters for the monks. When
the new construction is com-
pleted, there will be room for
600 students.
•
Seek Teachers
ST. LOUIS (NC) - A lay
missionary program to de-
velop teachers for schools in
rural sections of Missouri has
been announced for the -St.
Louis Archdiocese.
The program is seeking col-
lege seniors to volunteer for
one or two years of teaching
in nine rural counties of the
archdiocese.
The volunteers will work in
groups of three or more in
rural parishes. Their room and
board will be supplied by the
parish, and each teacher will
receive a monthly living al-
lowance of from $4O to $50.,
•
Dialogue Praised
ST. LOUIS (NC) - Joseph
Cardinal Ritter of St. Louis
had high praise for a four-
hour dialogue here in which 75
priests and 75 Protestant min-
isters took part.
"These meetings have had
my blessing from the very be-
ginning, and I shall do all in
my power to further them,"
he told the participants at the
conclusion of the meeting in
Kenrick Seminary.
The priests and ministers
discussed the book "The
Council, Reform and Re-
union," by Rev. Hans Kueng.
•
Chaplains* Retreat
NORTH PALM BEACH, Fla.
(NC) Rev. Stephen P.
Kenny, C.P., of Union City,
a retired Army chaplain, con-
ducted a retreat here for 45
U. S. Air Force chaplains.
NEW STAMP -A series of
three Vatican stamps Issued
to honor Christmas, 1962,
features a Christmas crib
scene with an Indian theme.
The stamps were designed
by Markus Topno, on Indian
painter.
Staff Elects
Dr. Torppey
NEWARK —Dr. John J.
Torppey of Glen Ridge has
been elected president of the
medical staff at St. James
Hospital, it was announced
this week by Msgr. Thomas M.
Reardon, director.
Elected vice president was
Dr. William E. Grant. Re-
elected as treasurer and aec-
retary were Dr. Anthony R.
Femicola and Dr. John S.
Glardlna.
Dentistry School
Gets Loan Grant
JERSEY CITY - Seton Hall
College of Dentistry has re-
ceived more than $1,500 from
the student loan program of
the Fund for Dental Educa-
tion, Dr. Merritte Maxwell,
dean, has announced.
The grants are unconditional
and consideration will be given
to first and second year stu-
dents who have generally been
unable to receive financial as-
sistance, Dr. Maxwell noted.
Roche Chairman
Of Committee
NEW YORK Douglas
Roche, associate editor of The
Sign, will be chairman of the
magaxine editorial program
committee for the 1963 conven-
tion of the Catholic Press As-
sociation.
Theme of the convention, to
be held in Miami Beach April
30-May 3, will be the Catholic
Church and press in relation
to Latin America.
Berlin Center
BERLIN (NC) - The Writ
Berlin Senate hat ap-
propriated $85,000 to build a
Catholic information center.
Minnesota Governor
Hits Illinois Plan
CHICAGO (NC) - The birth
control policy adopted by the
Illinois Public Aid Commission
has been called "vulgar and
immoral" by Gov. Elmer L.
Andersen of Minnesota.
Andersen, attending the mid-
west governors' conference,
said that supplying birth con-
trol devices to public aid re-
cipients will only promote im-
morality.
“WE CERTAINLY wouldn’t
consider any such proposal in
Minnesota." he said. "It is
vulgar and immoral, and will
not solve the problem of re-
ducing the relief rolls."
The Illinois commission this
month voted to supply birth
control devices and informa-
tion to relief recipients with a
spouse or a child who request
them.
Gov. Frank B. Morrison of
Nebraska said his state has
never considered a birth con-
trol proposal like the one pass-
ed here.
"This is a social problem,"
Gov. Morrison said.
He added, "It is not the func-
tion of a political organization
to decide birth control policies.
There would be too many pro-
tests."
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Heartfelt Best Wishes
to all at Christmas
Altxandor Hamilton
Hotol
Mark*! t Church Si. • hhrtm
SH 2 *OOO
"Mr. Curley" Manofer
Genevieve’s
HOME MADE
CHOCOLATES
CARDS - GIFTS
174 DAY ST. BARFIELD
PR. 3-0942
Op«n Dolly 9 A.M. »o 9 P.M.
Sunday 8 AM to 7 P.M.
ALEXANDER H \MH IuN'WINGS
• HawTHO!> Nf • ;A' t r r ON • wf.T vILFORD
SEASONS
GREETINGS
Hal Charkowskl
From all <* u, to all of you, we extend oar warmest,
heartiest wishes for the most Joyfnl of all 7oar
Christmases.
We wish the host of everything for each aad every owe
of you. Our warm thanks for you kind patrooafe.
You can check the outgo, check the loopholes, check everv Davm'ent
,0
’k 'o" D,o “ h ’ VO ” " TC " Chec”nB TZSTou
each Xs a smaif mmUm ba,anCe' Your checks cost onl V »0Cdrooslts vi'll or n i aCC0 4Unt ma,ntenance fee. No charge for
any of our 12 athr»*
y r na l!? e ,ree on every check, too. Come In tony of offices - open Monday evenings 6 to 8 P.M.
131
N
The
Trust Company
of New Jersey
Jersey City
Hoboken
Weehawken
Union City
West New York
Secaucus
Member Federal Depoiit
Iniurence Corporation
KITCHEN
CHAIRS
RECOVERED
*3.95
p«r choir
THE WESCO CO
Rt. 23 at 46 Clrcl*
Wayn« CL 6-1484
Op«« W«d. 4 frl. 'Til t P.M.
[MOST FITTING
(GIFT OF ALL
North J«r»«y't Largest
Selection of New
-&h&
GW*
Women's Shoes
giv* her an ADRIAN
GIFT CERTIFICATE
AIDEN
Black, brawn
•r rad baby
coW, black
• uada
12.99
OVER it STYLES
10”-12”
Sizes to 12, AAA to EEE
Optn Cvary fritting
Till 9 Until Chriitmoi
PAIKINO CHAROIS ItFUNOID
84 MAIN STREET
patersoß
BUY
Your
Noxt
Car
from
BENNER
RAMBLER
win • smvici
"Same Ioration atnro IMl'
111 Hackantack ft. kutharferd
01 1-4*44
On Union Ava.. 1 block *aat ot
Bonan Auto, oft Rout* IT.
At this holy, joyous season, we wish
to all our friends and customers a
holiday rich in the spiritual rewards
of Christmas, and a full portion of all
the good things that a happy Yuletide
holds,
L. AMRROSINO
President
»▲
/CHEVROLET
3085 HUDSON BLVD.
JERSEY CITY
4 BlarU North et Jouroll «tuii
ijfflV,
I
UIH
eaedeml ©UIUIS for^
J®“f Christmas Dears
From Nellas
w 'Our holldoy
fashions shim-
mer and glitter,
they're festive,
fashionable,
and
flattering."
SPORTS WEAR
IMPORTED l DOMESTIC KNITWEAR
535A West Side Ave., Jersey City
HE 2-1467
Gift Wrapping
Saves me
G
Id
Drive-Up ...
Quick service,
(18 eoc ondt or Uti)
No parking
problemsl
At your urvico
8.30 till 6 dally
till t on Friday!
till 3 on
Cnriitmai Ivo.
North (Jersey
Savings -
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
tol: PRescott 3-5900
We too, extend
our sincere best wishes
for a happy holiday season I
Your friends at
HUDSON COUNTY NATIONAL BANK
County-Wldo Banking Service For Over 100 Yea n
Dopotitt Inturod Up To $lO,OOO ly Tti<
Fodoral Dopotil Insurance Corporation
ENROLLMENTS FOR
JANUARY
FILUNG RAPIDLY
HURRY!
Fint
Interviewed
Fint
enrolled
CUimi Ktr. «r»
Limited bccauie:
Closer supervision
Individual attention
Como Groduotee
Of# In demand!
OUI VISUM AID MITHOD
II TOPSI
CALL CJ OM(T)
"m" SwirtyCultureCollet*
INTWVIIW HI ALLISON AT. ' PATUAON
OMO
OMO
630 Main Straat
Haickansack, N.J.
HU 7-3000
FREEZER OWNERS
No money down ... 4 months to payl
Full Hindquarter of
U. S. Choice Beef
Custom cut into enough delicious
Sirloins, Porterhouses, roasts, stew,
beef, chopped beef, etc. to serve ban-
fjuet meals to the average family for
four months. Flash-freezing, freezer,
wrapping and delivery included.
TERMS AVAILABLE
Avaraga Ordar li Accompanied by a Fillad Book of
TRIPLE-S BLUE STAMPS!
If you want the best
ia the place
Nips Boystown
St. Paul's Snares CYO Crown
BAYONNE Sparked by
Pat Spitaletta, St. Paul’s (Jer-
sey City) staged a second-half
rally to nip Boystown, 13-12,
for the Hudson County CYO
Football League championship
here Dec. 18 at City Park
Stadium.
Trailing, 12-0, at the inter-
mission, St. Paul'| fought
back as Spitaletta racked up
two touchdowns and Pete
Pahopian plunged across for
the deciding extra point.
Spitaletta, who is the league's
scoring champion, was held to
16 yards rushing in the open-
ing two periods. But he racked
up more than 100 yards in the
second half and led the way
to St. Paul's second crown in
three years.
Bernie Reid 'stole the spot-
light in the first half, break-
ing loose for 17- and 47-yard
scoring runs for Boystown. In
all, he picked up 131 yards
rushing in 14 carries.
During the regular season,
Spitaletta edged Nick lannuc-
cilli of Our Lady of Victories
In the battle for the individual
scoring honors.'Spitaletta. who
also set the one-game high
during the year with 37 points,
tallied 16 touchdowns and
103 points —a new one-year
high for the three-year-old
league. Unnuccilll had 10.
OVERHAULED-Boys town's Ed Twaddle is caught from
behind by St. Paul's Pat Spitaletta In the Hudson County
CYO Football League championship game Dec. 16. Pete
Pahopian of St. Paul's Is coming In to assist In the tackle.
O. L. Victories
Paces Swimmers
JERSEY ClTY—With seven
first places in 23 events Our
Lady of Victoriee captured the
Hudson County CYO swim
meet crown here last week at
the CYO Center.
Ron Rinn of St. Paul’s
(GreenvUle) and Carol Buell
of St. Vincent's (Bayonne) won
the most valuable swimmer
awards. Rinn woo both the
backstroke and butterfly in the
boys’ 11-12 age group. Carol
won the backstroke and free-
style for girls 11-12.
Another double winner was
George Worclewski of St.
Nicholas, fWbo won both the
backstroke sod breaststroke
for boys 13 and 14.
Vocation Notts
Suffering
Really Works
By MSGR. WILLIAM F. FURLONG
Saints sometimes hsve eery strange Ideas at least
i! t," w# ordin *ry ,oUt » •«* concerned. Take for example,
T? 0f Avll *- Sh# often , »W that she could see no
point m living if she could not suffer, liar still oft quotedmotto was “To suffer or to die".
And don't think that she was a morbid, gloomy, "sour
iokfnol**
101 ' ,r ° m ,hil ,yp * °* P eo *"ce that she
~P
k
r ' , ‘ d ‘i0 *" d,Uvcr#<l Th »‘ »be had a very nicesense of humor is clear from her biography. Her attitude
toward suffering is somewhat startling to us beesuse she un-
derstood its value so much better than we. She knew it was
va uable in making reparation for sin; she knew It was valu-able in getting graces for others.
the Tc® S KNEW n 100 10 sstablishedUie Pontifical Society for Priestly Vocations and in 1953 the
Pontifical Organization for Religious Vocations. The purpose
of these organizations was, of course, to foster vocsttons tothe priesthood and religious life.
And one of the ways In which it was to be done was bygetting the sick to offer their sufferings to Cod Who would
in turn shower HU graces upon those whom He has called
J O .,
1* t*!* Brolb * r * *° that they might befaithful in following their sublime calling.
Cardinal Pizzardo who baa been in charge of the Pontifical
Society for Priestly Vocations has made this statement:
From the vepr beginning the Pontifical Work for Priestly
vocations has been convinced that the resignation of the alck
snd suffering of all the world would be the greatest potentialforce in the spiritual realm."
• • •
AND IT DOES WORK. Memorable indeed was the stirring
conclusion of the First Congress for Priestly Vocslions In
Rome last spring. Archbishop Staffs dramatically prayed:
Cod, give us more priests!" This was after priests from all
over the world had come to Rome with— as It were —onetheme song "We need priests!"
There was one exception Spain. Bishop riores shocked
everyone by saying that Spain had more vocations than It
could handle. He said that last year they turned 3000 away
rrom their seminaries because there was no room for them.
A recent Catholic magatine spoke about this phenomenon, in
terms of “vocation explosion".
• • •
AND WHAT IS THE EXPLANATION of the "explosion?"
The good Bishop ventured one. He said it dated back to the
revolution in Spain In the latter IMO's. In two mooths, 3421
priesU were slain. The Bishop knew one of them very well.
He was a canon in the cathedral of Valencia. With gunsleveled at him, about to kill him, just because he was a priest,
ii.£l Eor ®v * r >, droi> b,ood >*** ®«fcs me shed, there
will spring up a priest." A priest for every drop of blood!
Thousands of drops of blood were shed and that U why Spain
has so many thousands of prtelts, more priests and seminar-
ians than it really needs!
•• • *
DO YOU KNOW OF ANY SICK PERSONS who are In
pain. Ask them to offer their sufferings for those whom God
oti called to be Hli priests, Brothers and ouaa.
• • •
Aposiolate for Vocations
N,#w * r ,k Archdiocese Msgr William F Furlong, St
Mary s. Elisabeth, N J. Telephone: EL 2 3184.
Paterson Diocese Rev John P McHugh, DePaul High
School Wayne, NJ. Telephone: OX 4 5750.
Peacocks Don
Underdog Cap
JERSEY CITY-The role of
the underdog—one which will
probably accompany it much
of the season—is being drawn
for St. Peter’s College again
as it prepares to entertain
Ohio Wesleyan Dec. 20 and
Fairfield University Dec. 22.
The Peacocks were cast in
the same mold for their recent
meeting with Manhattan and
they shook It off. After beating
the Jaspers, St. Peter's trav-
eled to Baltimore and almost
lost—when favored—against
Loyola, but rallied for a 67-53
decision.
SO, IT WOULD appear that
the Peacocks like It better
when the battle Is uphill. Ohio
Wesleyan, with a tall lineup
and a strong record, should
provide that kind of competi-
tion and Fairfield will bring
In one of Its better teams.
Seton Hall, which climbed to
a 3-0 record with a 69-64 tri-
umph against Boston Univer-
sity Dec. 15, will visit Wagner
Dec. 22 in ita first road game
and ita last contest of 1962.
Paterson Seton Hall, which
will be idle until January,will
carry a four-game victory
string into its next outing. Tbe
Paterson Pirates defeated
Madison falrlelgh Dickinson,
96-85, and Bloomfield, 60-57, in
their last two games.
Tim Kehoe (58) and Bob
Murray (54) have been the
scoring pacesetters for St.
Peter's with Steve Day grab-
bing some notice with his
backcourt play as a substi-
tute.
If St. Peter's, which is
4-0, is able to get past these
two tough foes, it will have
one more obstacle to an un-
besten record before the New
Year, Oglethorpe University
Dec. 29.
SETON HALL had a tougher
time than expected, but still
managed to add Boston Uni-
versity to its growing victim
list Nick Werkman, who start-
ed like a flash with 23 points
in the opening half. Was cooled
to a total of 34 for the game.
That was his lowest mark In
three games, but left him
with 113 points 37.7 per
game. He was third in the na-
tion with a 33.0 average last
year.
After losing Its first two
games, Paterson Seton Hall
has rebounded with five wins
in six tries and appears head-
ed for a banner campaign.
Sophomore Ed Leuther (145)
and John Harknett (144) have
sparked the scoring with Hal
"Butch" Carnathan directing
the attack from his backcourt
post. John Baxiotis has also
been a consistent point-maker.
Essex CYO
Seeks Queen
For Snowball
MONTCLAIR Snow Queen
Contest entries are being ac-
cepted for the 12th annual
6nowbaU Dance, sponsored by
the Essex County CYO, Jan.
26 at Seton Hall Univeralty.
Each parish In the county
which sella more than 25 tick-
ets for will be eli-
gible to enter its own local
queen. More than POO in gifts
wiU be awarded the new
queen.
The group that sells the
most tickets wUI determine the
19*3 queen. Mite Joyce Zena
of SL Peter's (Belleville) wet
the 1962 winner. The deadline
for entries is Jan. 4.
Peacocks Make
Resolution
JERSEY CITY - The rifle
team of St. Peter's College
has a New Year's resolution
It wiU be trying to put Into
practice Jan. 4—continue un-
defeated. The Peacocks will
visit C. W. Post College with
13 consecutive 1961 victories in
low
The moet recent triumph
was against Brooklyn Poly,
1394 to 1371, Dec. 14. Captain
Ed Burns led the way with a
236 score. That's Just above
the 2*5 3 average which ranka
him among the top 20 scorers
In the Metropolitan Intercol-
legiate Rifle League. Also in
that group la Paul Marsh with
273 3.
St Peter's Is second to
CCNY m the league's tesm
race.
In addition to Ita fare
toface triumphs, St. Peters
has scored postal victoriee
• gainst Georgetown, William
end Mary, Penn Military Col-
lege and Loyola (New Or-
learn).
PETE
O'CONNOR
Holiday Fare
Cagers Prepare for Tournaments
NEWARK—After their final
warm-ups Dec. 21 end 23,
many of the North Jersey
Catholic schoolboy quintets
will turn their ettenlons to the
eeveral holiday tournaments
coming up next week.
A number of attractive con-
test* are on the pre-tourna-
raent slate, including the first
league skirmish St. Jo-
seph's (P) at St. Bona venture
in the Pataalc-Bergen Catho-
lic Conference lid-lifter
Dec. 23.
AMONG THE big independ-
ent battlee on tap Dec. 21 ia
Don Bosco'a visit to Paterson
Eastslde and Essex Catholic's
trip to play Rosell* Catholic.
Eastaide, rated one of the top
aquada in North Jersey, is
bound to offer a stiff test for
the Dons. Roselle Catholic,
will be tangling with a team
which was upset in its debut
and will be looking to recover
from that loss.
The agenda for Dec. 23 has
some interesting features, pri-
marily Bergen Catholic at St.
Peter's Prep snd Immaculate
Imaculate Conception at
Archbishop Walsh.
St. Luke's will get the jump
on everyone In the tournament
competition ae it facet Man-
cheater Regional Dec. 22 at 3
p.m. In the opening round of
the North Bergen Holiday Fes-
tival at Gien Rock.
THE OTHER tournament*
will begin either Dec. 26 or
27. Taking tbe spotlight on the
first date will be the St. Pe-
ter’s College Invitation Tourna-
ment which la loaded with
strong clubs —andthe Bergen
County Holiday Festival at
Don Bosco, which alao has an
attractive field.
In the St. Peter’s event,
five North Jersey clubs St.
Peter’s Prep, St. Mary’s (E),
St. Aloysius, St. Michaels
(UC) and Emerson will be
trying to stop the visiting trio
of Trenton Cathedral, Power
Memorial end St Francis
Prep.
Bergen Catholic, the defend-
ing champion in the Bergen
County tourney, will be trying
to repeat with Don Bosco and
six public schools aiming to
thwart that plan.
Also scheduled to open Dec.
26 is the Don Bosco Tech Holi-
day Tournament. Archbishop
Walsh is defending champion
and it has drawn the top seed.
Among the challengers will
be the host school, DePaul, St.
Bonaventure, St. Anthony’s,
Bsyley-Ellird, Peterson Tech
end Eastern Christian.
DURING THE initial week
of play, there were a few up-
set* notably Our Lady of
tha Valley'* victory against
Essex Catholic —but the out-
atandlng feature was the close
contests.
Four games were decided by
one point and two otheri by
two points. Winning by the
narrowest possible margin
were DePaul 65, Morris Cath-
olic 64; Holy Family 51, St.
Joseph'* 50, and SL Mary's
(E) 55, Cranford 54. St. John's
came off on the short end of
a 50-49 game with Central.
Our Lady of the Lake inau-
guarated its season with a
40-38 win against Newton and
Archbishop Walsh started with
a 52-50 decision against St.
Cecilia’s.
INDIVIDUALLY, Joe Camll-
lery of St. Mary’s (JC) easily
stole the spotlight with 51
points in his opening game
and 37 in his second. Those 88
points give him an early jump
in the scoring race, which may
never be broken If he retains
that shooting shill. His 51
points broke a school record
which he established last year.
Tom Keating tossed in 30
points for Immaculate Concep-
tion in its opener and Dave
Gleason of DePaul and Tom
Brooks of Bayley-Ellard hit
for 29 apiece to spark their
schools to first-game victories.
Five teams broke from the
starting gate with back-to-back
triumphs St. Peter's Prep,
St. Miry's (JC), Valley, Im-
maculate Conception and Don
Bosco.
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Youth
Calendar
FRIDAY, DEC. 21
Holy Angels Academy (Fort
Lee)—Carol program. 8 p.m.
81. Benedict's Prep (New-
ark)—Christmas assembly,
glee club and monk's choir of
St. Mary's Abbey to sing.
SATURDAY, DEC. 22
Holy Family CYO (Nutley)
—Snow Queen dance, 8 p.m.
Patricia Cuzzy, chairman.
SUNDAY, DEC, 23
Holy Family CYO-vSale of
Christmas seals snd candles.
Holy Angels Academy—
Carol program, 8 p m.
Wins Bade NJCTC
InDressRehearsal
NEW YORK - Asa dress
rehearsal for the 1963 indoor
track campaign, the Bishop
Loughlin games Dec. 15 left
something to be desired in the
performance of New Jersey
Catholic Track Conference
squads.
The only open placewinners
In the long day of competition
were Paul Drew of St. Bene-
dict's, third In the 60-yard
high hurdles, and the Essex
Catholic two'-mlle relay team,
which finished fifth. Steve
Aahurst of Our Lady of the
Valley Just missed qualifying
for the 300-yard final with a
33.5 race, a 10th of a second
too slow.
DREW DISPROVED reports
that he was Buffering from a
crippling Injury by running a
close third to Ted Pisdotta of
Highland Park In the barrier
event. The field was not ss
strong as expected, but Peul’s
performance after a minimum
amount of training Indicates he
will be running with the top
boys when they round Into
shape and cross the river for
the January meets.
Essex ran 8:14.7, some
seven seconds behind Cardinal
Hayes’ record-breaking 8:07.3
in the reley. Jack O’Leary,
Dennis Murray, BUI Cum-
mings and Ed Rebenack ran
for the Eagles, who left Seton
HaU’e 1961 winners far behind.
More wUI be heard from the
Essex club later in the aeason.
A late arrival at the meet
which ran ahead of sched-
ule hurt Ashurst, depriving
the husky senior of his usual
warmup. He won his heat
easUy and the lack of any
pressure down the stretch
probably cost him a place In
the final.
GERRY MURPHY of St.
Benedict's, another contender
for the national 440-yard tiUe,
ran 1:17.1 in tbe 600, less thin
s second behind the winner,
but good for no better than
seventh place.
The NJCTC teams win have
the first of two development
relay meets at Seton Hall Uni-
verslty, starting at 11 a.m.
Dec. 22. For those who find
the frigid outdoors too much,
there Is the second of the New
Jersey AAU meets at the New-
ark Armory at 1:30 p.m.
St. Benedict's
Has Lead Cut
NEWARK St. Benedict's
retained first place in the El-
sex County CYO Intermediate
Boys Bowling League, but saw
Its margin reduced to one
game over Our Lady of Fa-
tima (Newark) last week. Bob
Mendes rolled a 233 game to
spark the latter team to vic-
tory against SL Benedict’s.
Sparked by John Hudzik'i
582 series, St. Mary’s (NuUey)
moved two games off St. Ben-
edict’s pace. Hudzik took the
lead in the individual scoring
race with a 183 average.
Teammate Ray Intrabartola
stayed in second With a 181
average.
Holy FamUy (NuUey), St.
Anthony'* (Belleville) end Our
Lady of FaUma I (Nawark),
are locked in a three-way tie
for first place in the Junior
Girls Division. Holy Family's
Jane ShUes leads the individ-
ual race with a 141 average.
Holy FamUy's Camille Bran-
caccio had the single game
high for the week. 164, and Sue
Peavey of St. Thomas (Bloom-
field) hit 415.
Pirates Win
Pair of Relays
NEW YORK - Seton Hall
University won two relays and
placed heavily in individual
events at a development track
and field meet conducted by
the metropolitan AAU Dec. 14
at the 168th St. Armory.
A Pirate combine of BUI
Weikel, Jim Fisher, Kevin
Hennessey and George Ger-
mann won the two-mile handi-
cap relay off 73 yards in
7:52.5, with Germann hitting
1:57.8 on the anchor leg. Adam
Feret, Bob Deldln, Ed Wyrsch
and Tom Tushingham bit
3:24.6, taking the handicap
mile relay off 30 yards. An-
other team tied for third io
8:27.2.
Tushingham placed third la
a 1,000-yard handicap run off
five yards, clocking 2:14.4s
Hennessey was third in his
race off 10 yards in 2:15.3 and-
Wyrsch also placed third off
five yards in 2:16.5. Germann
ran fifth behind Hennessey off
scratch in 2:16.1 and freshman
Bruce Andrews went unplaced
off scratch in 2:19.5.
Herb ' Germann, George’s
twin, was leading the novice
mile when be tripped and feU,
finishing second in 4:34. Bob
Dowd ran third in a handicap
300.
Trenton CYO
Goes to Movies
TRENTON A movie the-
ater wiU be converted into a
CYO Center here, it was an-
nounced last week by Rev.
Leonard R. Toomey, director
of the CYO of the Trenton
Diocese.
The organization purchased
the theater from the RXO
chain
Plans call for two regulation
basketball courts In the main
portion of the building and
meeting rooms for various
other acUvlUes in tbe rest of
the structure.
Basketball
Calendar
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Brothor* are educator* and leader* of
or Ireland youth throughout North America.
For detail*, writei lev. Br. I. C. O'Connor,
21 Fryer Terrace, New Rochelle, N.Y.
JESUIT BROTHERS
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BROTHERS OF CHARITY
Teachers - Social Workers • Craftsmen
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FRANCISCAN FATHERS
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Faith Spreads Word
of Godthe Father
..
Why docs the Propagation of
She Faith exist? In order that
Joen may know that God is
♦heir Father. One out of every
Jix persons in the world is a
Moslem. Their book, the
ICoran,. has 99 name* for God,
fcut not one of them is Father.
• Buddhists, Confucianista and
pagan peoples know God, but
they do not know Him as Fa-
tter- The Western world
•peaks of the brotherhood of
h)an, but too often leaves out
fhe Fatherhood of God.
tHow can men be brothers
tmless they have God as a Fa-
ther? And how is God a Fa-
tter unless He has a Son?
How, therefore, would the mis-
sion world ever know the Fa-
therhood of God If it were not
mat He sent His Son to this
earth?
Now, at Christmas time, the
spirit of charity prevails to a
greater extent than usual.
What a heavy load we can all
lift by enabling missionaries
to teach othera about God the
Father sending His Son to the
world that all may know Him
and be saved.
Every help to propagate the
faith will be amply rewarded
by the Infant Savior Whose
love for all men was so great
that He was born amidst us
to show us His Father. Send
your gifts for the poor and
destitute of the world to the
Society for the Propagation of
the Faith, the Holy Father's
own organization for support
of the missions.
Shortage of Priests
Threat in Brasil
In Brazil, considered the
most important of Latin Amer-
ican republics, three influ-
ences threaten the Church.
Communism, one of them, alma
at the infiltration of the uni-
versities.
Protestantism is also a fac-
tor. There are about two mil-
lion Protestants in Brazil and
fantastic conversion rates are
claimed.
The most serious threat to
the Church though is ignor-
ance of the faith. This mani-
fests itself in various kinds of
superstitions and even Im-
moral practice, but most
spectacularly in the movement
known as Spiritism.
Such are the Church's prob-
lems in Brazil for lack of
priests. The Bishops and
priests there are in the fore-
front of the struggle for jus-
tice for the underprivileged,
and the Legion of Mary has
grown greatly and members
do all they can to supplement
the work of the regular priests
and missionaries.
Foreign missionaries in that
country are unanimous in the
opinion that more native
priests are essential that all
that is needed to bring Brazi-
lians back to the faith is more
priests to work among them.
Are you willing to help this
cause? Can you give $250 in
one year to help educate a na-
tive son of Brazil to the priest-
hood?
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith
Archdiocese of Newark:
Most Itev. Martin W. Stanton. S.T.D.
Bev. John F. Davis
St Malberry Bt., Newark 2, N. J. Phone MArket 2-2503
.
D
n
I’ * 10 5 p m '» • ■-»- to 12.
Diocese of Paterson:
**• Bev. Msgr. William F. Louis
24 DcGrasse St., Paterson 1. N. J. Phone ARmory 4-MO*
Hours: Daily, • a.m. to S p.m.; Saturday, • a.m. to 12.
Donations to lb* Socitly for lb* Propagation of lb*
Fatlb ora incom* tax Jtductibl*.
Leprosy Patients
Reside in Hovels
“You asked us about our
work,” writes a mission doc-
tor. He adds that he hates to
talk about it because "the
plain facta sound as if I want
to be melodramatic, but, be-
lieve me, there is nothing sen-
sational about the unending
misery of these people.
“We see more than 1,000
leprosy patients a month in a
hut Qtade of old packing cases,
with no electric lights, no run-
ning water and definitely not
water proof. Our sick live in
one of the worst slums of the
world In hovels made of old
cartons or of poles with sacks
thrown across them. There is
no sanitation.
"The entire section is cov-
ered with flies and we have
not yet found a way to halt
the plague of rats. Leprosy
kills all sense of feeling in the
bands and feet of the major-
ity of cases, and out patients
do not know that the rats
gnaw at them during the night.
“Considering the conditions,
we really achieve good med-
ical work and we do all we
can in the social work field."
If you would like to help the
lepers in mission lands, you
dan make a gift to the Christ-
mas Leper Fund of the So-
ciety for the Propagation of
the Faith.
Destitution
InHongKong
At the door of Red China,
In Kong Kong, Immaculate
Haait missionaries are helping
to care for hundreds of refu-
gees In the Junk Bay area and
on Kowloon. The missionaries
say they find it “hard to for-
get the old China, but we must
realize that only the future
exists.
“Someday the communist re-
gime will be crushed. How?
We don't know. One thing is
clear, however. There will be
a spiritual vacuum when the
day comes that the Red flag
Is ripped to pieces.
"In Formosa, Singapore and
Hong Kong 36 of our priests
are waiting at the gates of the
most populous country of the
world to fill this vacuum with
the fullness of Christ. They
are not waiting for sentimental
reasons. They realize that
China may one day determine
the fate of the world. They
are ready to give Christ a
chance in this most decisive
moment.
“Please pray for our work
and give of your goods for
those here who have absolute-
ly nothing. Forlorn, ignorant,
sick, desperate no words
can describe their misery.”
SKIPPED BY SANTA-While most American children will awaken Christmas morning
to an assortment of new toys, these barefooted Indian children at a Maryknoll missionin the mountains of Guatemala will have to content themselves with a homemade rattle
and a cardboard box.
Catholic Relief Agency Aids
Formosan Self-Help Project
By REV. IVAR C. McGRATH, S.S.C.
PINGTUNG, Formosa (NC)
Catholic Relief Services-
NCWC is the executing agent
in anew U.S. self-help project
involving refugees and land
reclamation in this southern
Formosa county.
Officially known as Title n
aid, the program uses food in-
stead of wages for the assist-
ance of habitually unemployed
or underemployed persons.
According to the CRS-NCWC
Taipei office, it is the first
case in which a voluntary
agency has acted as executing
agent in a Title II project in
the Far East.
THE PINGTUNG project
aims to help refugees from the
Tacben Islands to reclaim
land to support themselves.
In February, 1955, the Chi-
nese government, with U. S.
assistance, transferred soma
18,000 inhabitants of the vul-
nerable Tachen Islands to
Formosa.
The 18,000 refugees have
now increased to 25,000. The
problems connected with re-
settling them led Father Boh-
mann, 0.P., a young German
Dominican priest"of the Ping-
tung missions, to plan the
present project with the as-
sistance of CRS-NCWC.
Each family has been given
free housing by the govern-
ment. Efforts have been made
to bring the young men back
from the factories and dock-
yards elsewhere in Formosa
where they had gone for jobs
and to make sure the land is
reclaimed.
THROUGH THE Council for
U.S. Aid. CRS-NCWC obUins
rice,- flour, and edible oil.
"Each workman receives 750
grams (about a pound and a
half of food for one day'a
work," Father Bohmann said.
“The first dependent receives
600 grams, and each additional
dependent a further 400 grams.
Each person also receives one
ounce of edible oil."
"At present we are making
a network of. roads through
the area, and enriching the
land with good soil from the
canal and silt. We are also
digging wells as the irrigation
system at present serves only
during the rainy season.
Missionary Units Discuss
Steps Leading to Baptism
BANGKOK, Thailand (NC)
Modern catechetical meth-
ods are suitable for use in the
missions, a group of spe-
cialists in missionary cate-
cheties agreed here.
At the same time, however,
the specialists stressed that
formal catecbetlcs alone can-
not do the whole job of pre-
paring prospective converts
for Baptism.
They distinguished two other
stages: “pre evangelization"
and the "missionary announce-
ment."
THE MEETING brought to-
gether some 40 missionaries in
charge of catechetical instruc-
tion in 13 Far Eastern coun-
tries and several experts on
religious education from Eu-
rope and the U. S.
They distinguished three
stages which lead to Baptism:
• Pre-evangelization. In
this period religious Interest is
awakened in the individual. He
breaks with paganism and de-
velops or purifies his idea of
God.
• The announcement of the
good news of salvation. At this
point the missionary offers
the Christian revelation to the
individual, who is then con-
fronted with the necessity of
making a decision whether or
not to accept the call of Christ.
• Real catechetical instruc-
tion. This is not merely in-
struction. but an initiation into
the mysteries of the Catholic
Faith.
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STONY LODGE
Ostlnlng-on-Hudion, New York
A Private Piychiatrlc Hospital, completely equipped for
Dlajnoui and Treatment of Mental and Nervoua Condition*
IntulinComa Electroshock Psychotherapy
Masses and SacramentsAvailable
LIO J. PALMER, M.D.
Medical Director
Charles A. Bright, M.D. Maurice J. O'Connor, M.D.
Associate Director Associate Director
Telephone 914 Wl 1-7400
WEEK-END RETREATS
FOR THE LAITY
SPIND A WEEKEND WITH OOD
For: MEN, WOMEN,
HUSBAND and WIFE
IwmN Couple, Retreat Jen. IMI
Hu,bend A Wlfp Retreat Jen. M-17.
Conducted by the monki of
Saint Paul's Abbey
Pleate make retervatlom early
Write for Information toi
DIRECTOR OP RETREATS
Oueen of Peace Retreat Houia
St. Paul's Abbey, Newton, NJ.
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BASEMENT
PLAYROOM
J M l#n, l ar the big Holidays are comine up!
Ittksjhrlftg! Christmas! New Years! What better place to NO MONEY DOWN
*® JmMm Holidays than In your own FINISHED UP TO 7 YRS. TO PAY
IAStMENT Magnificent! NEW Hardwood Paneling .. stun- a*
2.80
Look at the cale d r coming !
TninkspUiU -1 —* u — w —• u,L-* * “
"
enjo
KidKimiceni! new naruwooo ra i . stun-
nine NEW acoustical Ceiling Tiles! . . . beautiful NEW as- As C lphalt Floor Tiles! AND the Prtces are LOWER - yes LOWER Low
■imT?Sr JSW I And, ever > Finishß<> Basement Includes a *,BUILT-IN BAR! Come in to our Showroom —or phone for 85
home representative you are not ordering a Finished
SV'.T eSLTw.you re mere|y requesting more Information! PER WEEKDO IT TODAY!
16x24' BASEMENT
ttIPAIID rOR FINISHING
Dangnad by tatt Cooit*
woll» iluddad according
la finlihod motoriali da-
•irod, window and door
• ponlngi prepared coil-
ing! furred.
Jf
£/. i*
J
r
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Attic and Basement Cos. Inc.
SHOWROOM: 34-17 BROADWAY (Route 4)
FAIR LAWN, N. J.
located One Mile Weit of Bamberger'i - Open Daily From 9 A M. to 6 P.M.
WHEN YOU WANT
FLOWERS CALL:
HANOVER FLORAL CO.
Compute Cemetery lervlce
*t Rldoedcle Ave., Hanover
Tucker ;-010J
PRINTING
HARRY F. MURPHY
78 CLINTON ST., NEWARK 2
Phone: MArket 3-2831
May the Star of
Bethlehem guide you
to deep Christmas joy
As the Wise Men heeded that Star and found
great joy, so, we hope, you, our friends fol-
low your Star to the happiness of this Christ-
mas Season.
ALBERT H. HOPPER, Inc.
MONUMENTS • MAUSOLEUMS VVY 1-2266-67
11M4I RIDGE ROAD N 0 ARLINGTON, NJ.
Oppot'i* Holy Crow Comorory *
MORE CARPENTERS IN BETHLEHEM
THANKS TO THE SALESIAN FATHERS, 196 boy* In Bethle-
hem are learning to make their Urine with their hands. Most
of these boys ara orphans; the rest
come from poor families In the village
. . . The school itself is nearly 106
years old; the equipment worn and
- out-of-date .
. . Despite this. Salesian-
C! 3 trained carpenters, cobblers, machln-
' 1 Isis, tailors, welders and bakers are
reputed to be the best In Jordan
today. A young lad trained by the
Fathers Is almost certain to find a
Job . . . The Saleslan Fathers ask for
help because In Jordan, orphans and
poor boys cannot pay for an educa-
tion. 25 cents wIU feed one boy for
• ... $1 will help buy wrenches, shoe leather, hammers,
needles, pots and pans. $l3 wUI pay all costs for one boy for a
month . . . Would you like to (We a full scholarship to one boy
for a year, perhaps In memory of your parents? The cost: $l5l
... Please write to us. What you do for the poor you do for
Christ, especially In the town where lie was born!
Tit Hdj Fdthrri Mam Aid
fir At Onotul CJ>unh
A Happy and a Holy Christmas
To All Our Friends, Members
And Benefactors
THE STONES CRY OUT
IT HAPPENED ON MT. OLIVET. The Pharisees were asking
Our Lord to scold his disciples for singing God's praises so
loudly . . . Christ's answer: "If these shall hold their peace the
stones will cry out" Today this has literally happened as ex-
plorers uncover stone after stone testifying to the truth of the
Bible
. . . Ona by one, like a giant Jigsaw, the 800 towns and
cities of Palestine are being located. The two fastest growing
sciences In the world: Palestinian archeology and nuclear physics
—one dealing with natural light, the other, supernatural! .
Walking among these very stones are the missionaries—priests
and sisters—and refugees whom the Holy Father has entrusted
to our care. Shall we leave all the preaching to stones, or shall
we, as faithful disciples, show a lltUe of Christ's mercy to these
needy ones?
... Ask yourself; What can 1 do as an Individual?
Answer: Join the Catholle Near East Welfare Association and
let your prayers snd financial help speak for you . . . The cost:
»1 a year for a single person; $lO for perpetual membership'.
Or, for t family: $5 a year; $lOO perpetual membership.
THE RED AND THE GOLD
CHOMANNU MANNU la the name of an Indian Village The
melodloua words mean "red aoll -
... But recently there hae
been a golden harvest of eouls at Chomannu Mannu. More than
10# separated Christians have united with the Church
Blahop Mar Athanasloa hope. t. build a modest chapel for
« <^”/
Wl Ture VUr
.
, !ld brM,,rrn ,U for tha land and
L4ii°m , °T I th * bnl ' d,n * “•*'* ••• Can we write the Blahop and
tell hhu hi. Church will be built? Tee. but only with your help.
V ' Wo "’f ?ou help make thla letter of good newt a reality?
Any eontribntlon will do.
Dear Monalgnor Ryani
■noioeed find tot
Heme
Street
City
ImL
<Rear "EastOlissionsj^i
PIAMriC rißfMAlil •SBS.saaa. - ..MANdI CARMNAI SPIUMAN, President
M *w T. I pan. Heel lw>
*AST WRfAII ASSOCIATION
ABO Lexington Avp. of 46th Sf. N*w YoHt 17, N. Y.
Pray for Them
Sr. Alma Perpetua
CONVENT - Sifter Alma
lterpatua McCabe of tha Sis-
ter* of Charity of St. .Elizabeth
diad Dec. 11 at SI. Joseph's
Hospital, Paterson. A Solemn
Requiem Mass was offered
bars Dec. 14 at St. Anna's
Villa Chapel
Born in Boston, Sister Alma
joined the Sisters ad Charity
in 1905.
She taught at a number of
North Jersey schools and also
in Massachusetts and was au-
perior and principal at Sacred
Heart, Rochelle Park; Sacred
Heart, Jersey City; St. Jo-
seph’s, Jersey City, and
Epiphany, Cliff side Park.
Surviving arc two sisters,
Mrs. Sabins Ryan of Jamaica
Piam, Mass., and Mrs. Ellen
Canfield of Harrisburg, Pa.
Sr. Mary Anselm
NEWARK—Sister Mary An-
selm, 0.5.8., of St. Joseph's
Convent, Maplewood, died at
St. Michael's Hospital Dec.
18.
A Solemn High Requiem
Mass will be offered at the
Benedictine Motfaerhouse, Eliz-
abeth, Dec. 21 at 9:30.
Born Florence Warth at
Massillon, Ohio, 77 years ago,
Sister Mary Anselm entered
the Benedictines at the Eliza-
beth motherhouse Dec. 13,
1908. Early assignments were
at Holy Trinity, Lorraine,
Ohio, and Sacred Heart, Eliza-
beth.
She later served as princi-
pal of both Sacred Heart
Grade and High Schools, St.
Anthony's High School, Wash-
ington, D.C.; and as principal
and superior of Bender Memo-
rial Academy, Elizabeth, and
St. Joseph's School, New Paltz,
N. Y.
Surviving are a brother,
Rev. L*o Warth, pastor of St.
Clement’s Church, Lakewood,
Ohio; and a sister, Mrs. Cath-
erine Eckraate of Ohio.
Other Deaths
. . .
John Hughes, 67, of Has-
brouck Heights, father of Rev.
Eugene E. Hughes.
Joseph J. Tim me#, former
owner and first managing edi-
tor of the Tablet.
Newark
...
I* your prayers also remem-
ber these, your deceased
Priests:
Rev. William A. Brothers,
Dec. 22, 1913
Rev. Peter Kramer, 0. Carm.,
Dec. 23, 1931
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Frederic C.
O’Neill, Dec. 24, 1951
Rev. Matthias J. Boylan, Dec.
24, 1936
Rev. Thomas Quinn, Dec. 26,
1906
Rev. Nicholas E. Sotis, Dec.
26, 1913
Most Rev. Justin J. McCarthy,
Dec. 26, 1939
Rev. John J. Outwater, Dec.
27, 1936
Rev. James J. Flannagan,
Dec. 29, 1934
Paterson
...
Rev. Ferdinand Heckmann,
0.F.M., Dec, 29, 1956
Christian Brothers
To Meet Here
NEWARK—The annual edu-
cational conference of tha
Christian Brothers of Ireland
will be held Dec. 27 at Essex
Catholic High School, with its
theme being the perpetuation
of the spirit and mission of
Brother Edmund Ignatius
Rlqe, whose bicentennial is be-
ing celebrated this year.
BROTHER W.C. Penny,
F.S.C.H., provincial of the
North American province, will
preside at the conference.
Brother, F.I. Offer, F.S.C.H.,
principal of Essex Catholic,
will deliver the welcoming ad-
dress. The keynote address
on "The Spirit of Brother
Rice" will be delivered by
Brother E.R. Kayser, F.S.-
C.H., of lona College.
There will be 14 panels held
during the day to present and
discuss modern pedagogi-
cal techniques. Four teachers
from schools conducted by tha
congregation in New Jersey
will be on these panels:
Brothers D.C. Clancy and S.V.
Montagna of Bergen Catholic
and Brothers E.B. O'Brien and
J. R. Kelly of Essex Catholic.
Presiding at the closing ses-
sion will be Msgr. Joseph P.
Tulte, archdiocesan superin-
tendent of schools.
Name Teachers
To Committee
NEW YORK - Professors
from Seton Hall University
and St. Peter's College have
been elected to the executive
committee of the Metropolitan
New York Chapter of the A-
merican Catholic Sociological
Society.
Dr. Thomas Coffee of St.
John’s University was elected
president at the organizational
meeting held at his school.
Rev. Joseph A. Bischoff of
Seton Hall and Dr. Stephen
D. Doyle of St. Peter's were
the local men named to the
executive committee.
The first research project of
the chapter will be a survey
of the 547 Catholic seminaries
in the United States to assess
the extent to which sociology
is offered in their study pro-
grams, the quality of those
courses and the evaluation of
the influence of these courses
in the training of seminarians.
Closed Retreats
For Peacocks
JERSEY CITY - A series
of closed retreats for St. Pe-
ter’s College seniors, held at
the school's expense, win be-
gin Jan. 20 at four Jesuit re-
treat houses in the metropoli-
tan area.
Rev. Edward Fischer, S.J.,
director of student counseling,
said that the retreats were be-
ing held at the direction of
Very Rev. Edward Clark, S.J.,
president, who expressed the
desire that such a retreat be
made available to each student
during his time at the college.
The retreats will be held at
Gonzaga Retreat House, Mon-
roe, N.Y., Manresa on Staten
Island, Manresa in Ridgefield,
Conn., and Loyola in Morris-
town.
College Dedicated
MIAMI (NC) Blscayne
College, Sou;h Florida's first
Catholic college for men, was
dedicated on Dec. IS by Bish-
op Coleman F. Carroll of
Miami.
TUNING UP -Puerto Ricans In their year-old parish of St. Rase of Lima, Youngstown,
Ohio, rehearse for their Misa de Aguinaldos (Mass of the Christmas Carols). The con-
gregation sings carols to the accompaniment of guitars before Mass each night of the-
week before Chritsmas. Tuning up are (left to right) Domingo Lopez, Exor Burgos, Nancy
Guzman, and Annie Rodriguez.
Douglas View on Literature
‘Shocking,’ Bishop Declares
FORT WAYNE, Ind. (NC)—
A Bishop has described as
"shocking" the views of Su-
preme Court Associate Justice
William O. Douglas on ban-
ning literature which aims to
arouse sexual desires.
Bishop Leo A. Pursley of
Fort Wayne-South Bend, chair-
man of the Bishops’ commit-
tee for the National Office for
Decent Literature, said "one
likely effect" of Justice Doug-
las stand would be "to en-
courage the smut peddlers.”
JUSTICE DOUGLAS, in a
booklet, "Freedom of the
Mind," published in Chicago
by the American Library As-
sociation, challenged efforts
to ban publications whose
"main impact" is “the arousal
of sexual desires."
He argued that the real pur-
pose of those who seek to pro-
tect society from such mater-
ial is "a pretense ... to make
the public live up to the cen-
sor’s code of morality.”
Bishop Purlscy said that
portions quoted in newspaper
accounts were “quit# shock-
ing. particularly in their im-
plications."
"However difficult to define
legally, there la certainly such
■a thing a* obscenity in print
and there is sound reason to
regard it as a factor in sex
violations," the Bishop said.
"WHEN JUSTICE Douglas
arks ‘should a publication
whose main Impact is the
arousal of sexual desires be
banned?’ he appeara to an-
awer the question by saying
‘n goodly part of life is tha
arousal of sexual desire,' " h*
continued.
"To make such a statement
without any qualifying frame
of reference is to talk tome-
thiiig worse than nonsense."
Noting Justice Douglas' sin-
cerity in expressing his "very
liberal views," Bishop Pursley
nevertheless warned that "one .
likely effect will be to encour-J
age the smut peddlers, who
seem to be doing pretty well,
without any encouragement”
St. John’sStarts Jubilee
With Open House Dec. 30
LEONIA St. John the
Evangelist will begin celebra-
tion of its golden jubilee Dec.
30 with an "open house" to
which all non-Catholics In the
community will be invited.
A guided tour of the church
will bo held from 2 to 5 p.m.
and the visitors will be able
to ask questions about the re-
ligious objects, vestments and
other externals which will be
on display. Printed cards will
be affixed to each object, ex-
plaining its purpose, and litera-
ture will be available for those
wishing more detailed infor-
mation.
Following the tour, there will
be a social gathering in Peter
Kramer Hall. Rev. Timothy
Moore. O.Carm., pastor, ex-
plained that this is an approp-
riate time to promote under-
standing among friends of dif-
ferent faiths in keeping with
the spirit of the ecumenical
council.
St. John's was founded in
1912 and a year later a former
Methodist church wss acquired
for services. The present
church, school and gymna-
sium were built in 1940 and
enlarged since then until the
present plant wss completed
last year.
Sunday Suds
Fine Upheld
HACKENSACK - The con-
viction of an East Orange
laundromat firm on a charge
of washing clothes on Sunday
in Glen Rock was upheld by
Superior Court Judge Donald
M. Wacsche in a hearing Dec.
12.
Judge Wacsche made no
comment in his decision on
the constitutionality of the law,
which is currently being chal-
lenged by the firm, Automatic
Enterprises, in the Appellate
Division of the Superior Court.
The fine levied by Glen Rock
Magistrate William W. Evans
Sr. on Nov. 9 was for J25 for
an offense alleged to have
been committed Aug. 12.
Clothing Warehouse
Address Giveu
NEWARK Bishop-elect Jo-
seph A. Costello, archdiocesnn
director of the Thanksgiving
Clothing Collection, announced
this week that future ship
incuts of clothing collected In
the 1962 drive are to be sent
to the Catholic Relief Services
Warehouse, 12» 30th St , Brook-
lyn, NY.
Family Life
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Lack of Christmas
Ceremonies Scored
ATLANTIC CITY (NC) A
Catholic school educator
struck out here at movements
to strip Christmas ceremonies
in public schools of tbelr re-
ligious content
Rev. William J. Dunne,
S.J., an official of the National
Catholic Educational Associa-
tion, aald advocates ot Christ-
mas without Christ "would
havs our children idolizs the
falling snow and worship Ru-
dolph the Rednosed Reindeer."
The Jesuit, former president
of the University of San Fran-
cisco, spoke to the eastern re-
gional meeting of the NCEA
here. He is associate secretary
in charge of the NCEA’a Col-
lege and University Depart-
ment.
"When I wss • boy." he
said, “the public schools epito-
mized for most people what
was best and characteristic of
American life. They provided
a common meeting place far
children of many faith# who
accepted one another and
these diverse faiths in unify
and peace. Now we find those
who insist upon uniformity by
abolishing all faith from the
festivities of tha schoola."
Dr. Carrigan
Heads Staff
NEWARK Dr. Francis P.
Carrigan of Bemardsville, di-
rector of the department of
Roentgenology at St. Michael's
Hospital, has been elected
president of the medical ataff
there.
Dr. John F. Masterson of Ir-
vington and Dr. Louis K.
Zimmer of West Orange were
reelected to their third terms
a* treasurer and secretary, re-
spectively.
Weekly Calendar
The deadline lor the North
Jersey Calendar /or the issues
of Dec. 27 end Jan. 3 mill be
on Friday noon before the date
of publication.
SATURDAY, DEC. 22
Star of the Sea Conned,
Bayonne Christmaa recep-
tion for members and friends,
9 p.m.
St. Thomas More Council,
Westwood Christmas party.
Old Hook Inn, Emerson, 8:30
p.m.
BUNDAY, DEC. 23
ParceUa Council, K. of C„
Chatham - Children'* Christ-
mas party, St. Patrick*
School. 1:30 p.m.
Sctoo Hall University
Family Christmas party for
faculty, Walsh Memorial Audi-
torium. Mrs. John P. Deehan
chairman.
Holy Name Society, ML Car-
mel Church, Jersey City
Children's Christmaa party,
church hall, 3 p.m.
St. Thomas More Council,
K. of C., Westwood Christ-
mas party for children of
members, Old Hook Inn, 1:30
p.m.
Catholic Club of Union
County Christmaa dan os,
Kingston Restaurant, 8 p.m.
Star of the Sea Council, K. of
C., Bayonne Distribution of
Christmas baskets. 2 p.m.
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
BARBER SHOP
y>»M» V.lUbuT* Newark. Good lot-
Uaa, S chairs, modern ruturae. Ph
MM. B AJI. te • PJt
BUSINESS DIRECTORY
AUTO DIALERS - NEW CARS
BUICK
Authorised Peeler
•Airs w*vi(i parts
Pine Selection ol toed Cert
BEIFUS BUICK INC.
URS Bprintfletd Art-. Irrinaioc. M- 1
ES 5-6600
BUICK
North Ettsx Buick Cos., Inc
Authorised Rulck Berrien
tm Bleomileld el 401 Bloomfield Art.
PI 1-4330
*• Montclair el 10 Lackawanna Plate
PI UTOO
BUICK
Hndeen Counir Snick Cn.. Inc.
Tradins et
KENNEDY BUICK
Authorised Deeler
RALRS . STB VICS . PARTS
B3T HUDSON BLVI) JERSEY CITY
OL 4MM
BROGAN CADILLAC-OIDS
Mew Jtrear's Larseat CadlUae
Dlttrtbutor
Authorised CADILLAC • OLDS
SALU * BCR VICE
TBB Paseelc Are. CUD on. M. J.
Own Erenlus to B P.M. (ament Wed.)
OR 13*00
CADILLAC
■ALES * BERVICS
CENTRAL CADILLAC INC.
Find Belectles tl Heed Cert
MS Central Am. Newark
Phons MA 4-2255
CHEVROLET
SARGENT MOTORS INC
Authorised
BALES A SERVICE
rn Rldee Ed. WT 1-COOd. N. ArUastee
CHEVROLET
The OnJLr Dealer
WALLACE CHEVROLET
•ALES SERVICE PARTS
SdTTtas The Aulomohtke PubUe
V. B. Hith war
OK w5S> CAB
Wa 1 et
HUntsr 6*4900
CHEVROLET
COKVAIE • CORVrTTR
KONNER CHEVROLET
"Oneof Amenrae Lars net
Ckerrelet Deslesf
*TJ Sinew We Id Are. Celdt
CA 6-6664
CMRTSLER . PLYMOUTH . VAUA
TOWNE MOTORS INC.
Disnet rectorr Deeler
Seine Psrls Berrien
Used Ctr* Bodr Shop
Phons HUnlsr 6-1400
IB Bt. Ceorfa Amu W
GARDEN FORD
e PORD e FALCON
• THUNDERS IRD
Authorised Seles Berried A Perl
Complete telectlen ef Plea
Oueranteed Used Cm
BTI Bloom Weld Am Rloem
pTmsbs
FORD
NAPPA FORD
New end uaed Pelmet, fur da T
derMrdt end IYmAb
BM Newark Am.. Elisabeth. N.
EL 4-8030
AUTO DIALERS - NEW CARS
FORD
FALCON • THUNDERBIRD
FORD TRUCKS
Outran teed Uaad Can
FOREST MOTORS INC.
ItS Central An. Oran «a, N. t.
OR 3-2917
FORD
SHERIDAN FORD, Inc.
•ALU SERVICE PASTS
FORD CASS and TRUCKS
ISS SELOROVE DR.. KKASNV
WY 1-5060
Uaad Car Dept, U* Ki.rar An.
For Tha Baal Daal la
OLDSMOBILE
aaa JOYCE OLDSMOBILE
a Autharlaad Salaa * Sarrlca
• Cuarantaad Uaad Can
FI 4-7500
ITI Olaa Bidse An. Montclair
PLYMOUTH - VALIANT
SIMCA
REZZA MOTORS INC. '
Autharlaad Salaa Sarrlca Parti
Complete. Expert Sadr Work la aur
awn Shop
•1* SI nr Drln Garfield. N. J.
Fhonai OB S-MOO
PLYMOUTH - VALIANT
FULLER MOTOR CO.
Aulboriaed Dealer
PLYMOUTH * VALIANT
SALES A SERVICE
MM Hudeon Bird.. Union air. N. t.
UNion 6-6300
PONTIAC
New Car Sales - Service • Parte
Guaranteed Used Cara
finest Body Work 4b Repair Service
TROPHY PONTIAC
•M B’way. Cor. MUI fit. Ba/onno, NJ.
HE 7-4900
PONTIAC - TEMPEST
. i RAMBLER
MROZEK AUTO SALES
Aulhortaod fiaUa and Sarvtca
Ovor *0 Yoon of Quail!/
t'aod Cara - Bod/ Shop Rapalra
thowroom: UO fit Gaorfo Avo . S.
Undan. N J. HU 9-1919
Bor/lco Dopt.i 419 Roaolla It
HU 9-103*
RAMBLER
too Jarrr suaoro
ELM AUTO SALES
BAI.CS . SERVICE • PARTTB
93 Roarny Avo. Kaarn/, N. i.
WYmon 8-7311
VOLKSWAGEN
Aulhorlaod Pactorr
SERVICE ■ PARTS
Aircoolsd Automotive Corp.
~Xaaaa Couat/'a Oldatt Daalar"
I*4 Valla/ St South Orania
Phono, SO 3-4567
AUTO SERVICE ft REPAIRS
G. M. Tronsmlulon Sorvlco
Pl/mouth, ford. Charrolat Bulck, Olda
■MSUO. Cadillac, to/ aaaka auloi oo
•HI laatall a robuUl tranamiaalon, luar-
antaod 0 monthaj 1 prtao ouotod. no
u*aj B-X tartna. 14a/ aorvleo. 331 Hal
aor it, Newark. Par prieoa tall HI
BM3*. fi, A. M. « P. Si
FUEL OIL - OIL BURNERS
JOHN DUFFY FUEL CO.
•'Hakim A fiorvtn* Irlanda
tinea lfifil"
OH Burnara Installed A fiarvlcad
Walarad Dollvorioa 14 Hour Sarrlca
Dial, Ml 2-2727
1M ISO Adama St. Newark. NJ.
PETRO
“tinea lfiOJ-
tO raara of Loadarahlp Ik OU llaatlm
PIN BBT QUALITY FUEL OIL
OIL BURNER SERVICE
Patrolouap llaal and Power Companj
firs Broad St. Nawark Ml MIN
FLOOR COVERING
DUFFY'S
•orrlnd Catholic Pamlllaa and
UatltuUaoa for Ovar 40 Y#aia
Carpou Linoleum Vln/1
Rubber TUa Ru* Claanlna
Rapalra and AltaraUana
New Ratal! Starai
3 Po/a PI., Jaraar at/
CUanind Plant, 141 Loian A*a.
Phonoi HE 5-6600
FLOOR WAXINO
* * » H*«TAJNANCB a BUPPLI
C ?"5»W0U1 claanlna a
r.V.i.Li C ru re alr^*'L*4l * ,# recoveredrepelred. CM t-TOOj f\) IflOil,
FLORIST
In Lindsn It's
PLAZA FLORIST
Harry A MUI/ Dl Giovanni, Pr«|
Modern Ploral Arreneomenta
Par Evar/ Oeeaalon
PTU Member DaUvary Se
Phona HU 4 7077
ar U no snawer HU 4 3319
lit Wood Avo. N. Linden. N
FLORISTS
HARRY J. BURKE
kit. ins
Florin For All Oecaidons
From our own frsauhauaag In UNION.
For prompt Dollt.it Coll: MU AOSSS.
JONES THE FLORIST, INC.
NOrth7-1022
HARDWARE • PAINTS
THOMPSON'S
HARDWARR rrou
o Cook A Dunn o Pltuburgh Point,
o Ruaaal A Erwin a SUnlap Hardwara
Froo Dollv.ry Phono FI 44080
Open Friday Eraa.
Ml PARK #T. UPPER MONTCLAIR
MOVING A STORAGE
ENGEL BROTHERS
INCORPORATED
PART LOAM or FULL LOAM
Diroct Via Sorrlco to AU SO SUt.i
LOW RATRS PRO SSTOCATRI
MI JULIA ST.
SL MM
ELIZABETH. N. J.
CHARLES FEAR CO., :NC.
MOVING AND STORAGE
U Y«n at Ra Bahia tarr
Local A Lang Dtataaca
Coll PI 4-1167
111 Gian Ridga Aaa.
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS -
NUNZIO MUSIC CENTER
BALDWIN
0
plaNoB*AT ORGANS
„ teatmitlan on Aecordlan
Plano Organ Rand lß.trum.nu
Paraooal Inatructlon hr
CHARLES NUNZIO
401 Franklin Am. Nutlar. SJ. SST-S4SS
NURSING HOMES
CRANPORD: BROOK IX)OCR
NURSING HOME
M«n A Woman. PoitoparaUra, conva
laacant. Invalid., agad. Rag. nuraa II
charga at all Umaa. A plaaaant paaca
f\U homa aurroundad hr apadaui
ground..
GLADYS REILLY. IS.
410 ORCHARD ST. CRANPORI
BRldga auai
In Newark, NJ.
ABBEY NURSING HOME
COMPLETE SERVICE
osed. eonr.l.ocwnL oknajcallp 111
86 VAN NESS PLACE
<Off Clinton At*.)
Bigelow 3 0303
PLUMBING A HEATING
i.
market t-um
PITS
53£=:
TELEVISION SERVICE
Alr*Ul«. ARC. wmtmM .It]
n PtKKH LAfoyMte NIR
FERRARO'S
TELEVISION SERVICE
Oo* of -THE BERT IN SERVICE"
Sonins AU of Dm County
Hnnoot. Drp.rut.bl.. rut St-Mr. kmc.
Phone: Plymouth 9-6300
818 Orarlooh Porkwtr, lull.rill.
TRAVEL AGENCIES
JOS. M. BYRNE CO.
TRAVEL lERVICR
SorrlnS tho PubU. linn lie*
btooreohtp A Air RM.rr.lloi,.
Tour* Cnilooo Rmiwon Trip.
,M Brood It. N.w.rh MA HTtO
UPHOLSTERERS
Kltc\«t chair, ncor.nl la M.thonU*
tMttcr carl .tronr.r Uua n.w. Oiuria-
Iml not to ollt M 30. la pl.otio *4-30,
Porlor lot. nuph.ljl.rm for kon.ot
oo'lm.loo on *U uphotat.rr work c.U
0L4f1.1l *llll
ACE UPHOLSTERY SHOP
•3*tb Nowtrk Aro. ol • Corn.ro
J.rtor Cllr. N 1
REAL ESTATE AOINTS
ESSEX COUNTY
HARRY J. STEVENS, INC.
REALTORS
M Yooro ol S.ato Loootlon
S.leo . Appral.il. • M.nooontonl
Nowork • Irvin.ton . Tko Onaooo
Opoa Moa. A Wo4. Evoo.
«TS Control Aro.. Nowork MA DM
410 Mala St.. Pronto OR T-143
ELIZABETH
V. J. GAMBINO AGENCY
• Root EoUto A !n.ur.nco
• Soloo . Ronl.lo . Ll.tlnfo
• Property Mil. . M01t.....
Phone. EL 3-5863
o*4 Summ.r St. Ellukelk
CHATHAM
To Buy or Rail la CkoUurn
Town.htp, Mtdlaon and riotham Park
WU
MILLICENT M. UNDERWOOD
R.altor
M.mbar Multlplo IJ.lln. Sarvico
180 Main It, Chatham
ME o iloo
GLEN RIDGE
NATHAN RUSSELL, INC
Eatabllahad line* IMO
j.
PI 3-5600
HILLSIDE
Kostecka Real Estate Agency
"
In Hlllaid* It**
_
KOSTECKA AGENCY
RMd«nlKl CommarcUl
Phone WA 3-8700
MUM At*. Hi Held a. N. J.
IRVINGTON
LARSEN & FISH INC.
REALTORS
• INSURANCE . APPRAISALS
Phonei ES 3-1122
IMS Bprlndfltld Ar«., Irvington, N. I.
MONTCLAIR
SALES _ RENTALS
. management
CorapUl* lniurine* farrl**
JOS. A. KELLEHER, JR.
Rwltan
>.
T isz£rmm ~ 1At*.. Montclair. N. J
MOUNTAIN LAKES
MULLINS - RASMUSSIN INC.
R«- 4d ML L*k*a DE 4-0400
Sanders & Brackln, Realtors
On Smltnrd Mountain L*k*a
DEERFIELD 4-1110
ROSELLE
CORCZYCA AGENCY
• REALTORS . INSURERS
InT*>tro*nt Propertle. A Met.
Mortccc**
Phonei 241-2442
Ch*itnut A Flfh Street* Rohll*
SHORT HILLS
RITA COLE'S SUBURBAN REALTY
Sarrtni Short HUl*. Mlllburn.
Springfield end Vicinity.
> SHORT HILIA AVE„ SHORT HILLS
REALTORS drexel s-osm
RIDGEWOOD
GILSENAN & COMPANY
"OUR REPUTATION IS YOUR
OUARANTEE OF SATISFACTION"
1.000 LlaUnga of th* Ftn**t
Proportle* tn Bergen County
SIS E. Ridgewood At*. 01 S-IfOC
RIDGEWOOD A VICINITY
WE CODDLE OUT OF TOWNERS
OVE* ®°2 MULTIPLE LISTINGS
** AL K -STATE Ol 3 *OOl
OPEN 7 DAYS AND EVENINGS
•» W—t RkUewood Ave JUdfawMk
RUTHERFORD
FRED P. KURGAN
It’* Kurnn In So. B«rf*n
~ _ . .
Realtor
41 Park Aranu* RuUtarlord
WE PA2OO
UNION
In Union County A aurroundlns art
L*» ua help you to aalaet a bom* I
your comfort and happiness.
Our experience is your protectiontour or tell, call on
JOHN P. McMAHON
ISSBMorrta At*.. Union MU S-M
WIST MILFORD
Y *ar Bound A Summer Ham**
at Ptnocliffo Lak.
Sal** A Bent*l*
EDWARD A. CASEY,
Realtor
WAYNE
JOHN WEISS CO./ Iteattor11BT Palareon Hamburg Tpk*. Wayl
__
OX 4-3300
SPARTA
FIVE BEDROOMS!
J-4KE MOHAWK t Colonial with earport,
wETr-Asr d ** d -
LAKE MOHAWK i Cano Coda with alaht
[aria rooms la perfect condition. Two Uit
A& K,l, ° w ta
FOX HOLLOW FARMSi Quality euatom
raoeh. I room* and 1 til* bath*, allle lan.
overala* 1-car farat* aad 1 acr* of priv-
acy * atane 'a throw (rom taka. W* *111
aee*p4 your houa* in trad*.
E. G. ANDERSON, Realtor
Suaaai County Multlpla Uatuij Sarvtr*
RL IS opp._ Kparta Thaalr* PA Mill
CLARK
yr. old EANCH, S B. IH-bi
** * • D. R.. Nrianc* Kit., atlacl
farad*, full dry baaamanl I00»
lot. near SL John Vtann*y Church
SehooL convenient to bug A tr
tranA Phono MS-SOSS for further
NORTH CALDWELL
O'BRIEN REALTY CO.
E »TATE INSURANI
REACTORS . INSUROITWg ,fu
Al l ?)Vlil llt ESiEE FELLS
VERONA CEDAR OROVI
Phonei CApital 8-0555
Vs Bloomfl«ld At*.. North Caldw
SADDLE BROOK
On* family bout*. 4 room*, enrloa
porch, hot water by aaa. lot SQaIOO
ronv*nl*nrea 113.U00
PrtvaU Phon* GHaaory 3 SIM.
TEANECK
MICHAEL J. HARRIS
INC.
HIGH LEVEL
ROOFING EXPERTS
SHEET METAL
CONSTRUCTION
rod CHURCHES. SCHOOLS
AND INSTITUTIONS
SnCIALISTS IN
* Residential Roofing
* Leaders & Gutters
* Siding
EL 3-1700
44S NSW POINT ROAD
■LIZASITH. NT.
ISTAIUSHED I*l3
RCNT YOUR AIR
lOUIPMINT
cowruM 41« itihiai viah
Hp wM Iwm
land pwt«Mi iMaftnun
■** air tfli-hwHqr-c—dMtm<
fcrr
‘ ‘ -- '
DALE-RANKIN
Htnoir, NJw—R|«. u— Phi TU Mill
Mt. Virnin, N. V. til t.
PwlUll All. Pill Owtnt HIM
Joseph H. Browne
Company
1904 OU( 91th YIAR 19*1
Institutional
Cleaning Supplies
• ASM CANS • MATS • SOAR
• ROUSH • BROOMS • BRUSHES
• WAX • SRONOES • RAItS
• TOIIET RARER
• MORRINO EQUIPMENT
RARER • RARER TOWEtS • CURS
278 Wayne Street
Jersey City, N. J.
Hlnd«r»«n 1-4471
MAGNIFICENT
LUXURY
HOMES
Tl» OOW tfuiUM M On. kMH
In Now Joraor. CMw Ifom fIVR
hoiutliul nxxbU. bailM MU tin-
•rrtA« rra/UmAAAhlp am) a NnM
of nmUmpWMjf mmMM. Ju4
*> »r«fUc mlmjUi from IW Kufe.
Iflfltxi Itrtdie. a (aw mioyCAA from
ClArdrn Ma(a I'irkvar And lho
N. Y Th#uv* **, fuwAl
Adut AlloAAi And rtrr«*o*anl tnrU*
Klaa
SEE THE YORkTQWN
> hfUroonu, U> tulho. full (>»»».
nwnl. ID'U«I titU porch. l.Mp m-
II of ll WM i(UK r lortuctinj #lo-
lul ontir loy.i. lull «m»* mum,
•Ml lullthe* (Wn UIM
4 other model* from
$32,990
CHESTNUT
RIOGE
ACRES
( hoolnul Kldft R4 , M°slb*lo.,N 1.
lllHCl'llo.Mi North M UufM
kuu rukuaor to kail in tOruul
Aioouo). Munivtit, tun Ml M
Oru4 Aim. u Choofol RUM*
Ru 4 BUM M IkMUX Kulr.
Ma«4 for V« nut* <• fWO
‘ '
Mbit homo.
HACKENSACK
NEW
LOOK
ON
SUMMIT
AVENUE
. . .
Chaoa* from 4 magal/loaal baata
modali and diatom chufl
KlaaU. AU booaaa aaThraa. 4 ar I Mnwi IV4
bath* and 1 car gar ago*.
$32,950
-To* hat“ privacy, y*4 Nat mla
Ulaa Iron dm.alawa Harkanaact'a
llaa unrot. Itargan Matt. Oaidaa
Mata I'laia. Oianuna t aad High
Srhai I, Irataa aad buaaa wllUa
walk ag dlatanca
SUMMIT
GARDENS
Summit Ave. and Beach St.
Hackensack, New Jersey
PIItECTIONS! Garda* Mala Part-
way to Kut ltd, t«n light o*
t'aaaaio M. and aracaad aypraa.
I mllaa I* Summit Ava. II ad aw
aad I tail right aad mnag aw
jw»a
>. mllaa la Batch at.i right
Old* Vtaw Pa>al.»aiaa4
Agdadi a Halamlaah
' HU I ISO*
Ca. Bldra.
Cos, lag
DEBATE CHAMPS-The St.Peter's College debating team which swept undefeated
through the Hall of Fame Tournament at New York University, Dec. 7-8, holds the
trophy abovewiththeirmoderator,Rev. Gerard Murphy, SJ. Left to right are Harold
Horoho,MichaelLisowsky, Francis Ciesla and Frank Greene. They hod a 10-0 record
in the 34-college tourney. St. Peter's also won the cup in 1953 and 1957 under Father
Murphy's direction.
Bishop Curtis Marks Jubilee
ROME Bishop Walter W.
Curtis of Bridgeport quietly
marked the 25th anniversary
of his ordination here Dec. 8,
with a Mass offered in the
Chspel of Our Lady of Humil-
ity at the North American
College, where he was ordain-
ed in 1937.
The former Newark Auxil-
iary Bishop was in Rome at-
tending the first session of the
ecumenical council. Among
those congratulating him after
the Mass was Bishop Leo
Hayes of Davenport, lows,
who had ordained him 25 years
ago. Following the Mass, they
went together to the final ses-
sion of the council.
Serving the Mass for Bishop
Curtis were two seminarians
of the Bridgeport Diocese, cur-
rently studying in Rome,
Thomas Green and David
Tracy. In attendance were
Bishop Curtis' companions at
the council, Msgr. John J.
Toomey, his secretary, and
Msgr. James P. Devine, vice
chancellor of Bridgeport.
BISHOP CURTIS was born
in Jersey City and attended
St. John's School and St.
Peter’s Prep there. He spent
a year at Fordham before
transferring to Seton Hall Uni-
versity to begin studies lot the
priesthood. These studies were
continued at Immaculate Con-
ception Seminary and com-
pleted at North American Col-
lege.
After some post-graduate
work at the Gregorian Univer-
sity here, he returned to New-
ark and was assigned as pro-
fessor of moral theology at
Immaculate Conception Semi-
nary. He remained in this post
until 1958 when he was named
pastor of Sacred Heart, Bloom-
field.
From the foundation of The
Advocate in 1951 until his de-
parture for Bridgeport 10 years
later, Bishop Curtis served on
the editorial board and edited
the Question Box. In 1954, he
was named a Papal Chamber-
lain and on June 27, 1957, was
appointed Auxiliary Bishop of
Newark. Four years later, he
was named second Bishop of
Bridgeport.
BISHOP CURTIS
Holy Trinity Forum
Lists Bishop Wright
WESTFIELD Bishop John
J. Wright of Pittsburgh will
speak at the annual Trin-
ity Forum on Feb. g, discus-
sing "Christianity in the Sec-
ond Half of Our Century."
A member of the ecumenical
council’s preparatory theologic-
al commission. Bishop Wright
will also speak on Christian
unity and on his experiences
during the first session of the
council.
THE FORUM will open Jan.
30 with a talk by Dennis J.
Clark, executive secretary of
the New York Catholic Inter-
racial Council, oo "Conscience,
Color and Community."
Other speakers will be Rev.
Gilbert J. Hartke, 0.P., chair-
man of the speech and drama
department of Catholic Univer-
sity, on Feb. 13 and Rev. John
Reedy, C.8.C.. editor of Ave
Maria magazine, on Feb. 20.
George E. Keencn Jr., dir-
ector of the forum, stressed in
his announcement that the for-
um is open to non-Catholics as
well as Catholics.
Pole Vatican
Ties Denied
VATICAN CITY (NC) - An
editorial In L'Osscrvatore Ro-
mano has killed a rumor here
that there was an imminent
possibility of the establishment
of diplomatic relations between
the Holy See and communist-
ruled Poland.
The Vatican City daily's ed-
itorial replied to remarks made
in Rome by Zenon Kllsxko, a
member of the politburo of the
Polish United Workers' (Com-
munist) Party.
The paper denounced the
"coexistence between material-
ism and Catholicism which
Klisxko proposed in Rome to
a group of journalists . . .
allowing them to hope even for
a possible concordat."
Comparing Kliszko’s re-
marks to the history of the
Church under communist rule
in Poland, the paper said "no
conciliation is possible between
communism and religion."
Ada Are Read
Even in India
PAR AM US—Add to things
never to be undereatimated,
the power of: an advertise-
ment in The Advocate.
Back in September, the
Newberrys store at Bergen
Mall here advertised spe-
cial classes in flower ar-
ranging.
The most recent answer
last week from India, Dr.
Rajendra Mishra of Dumka.
Bihar, India, asked to be
enrolled la the Wednesday
evening class.
Unfortunately, the classes
have already been held.
However, William Barnes,
Newberrys manager, said
the store would send Dr.
Mishra a book on floral ar-
ranging.
Stolen Trees
Are Replaced
KEARNY The generosity
of a New York Christmas tree
distributor has wiped out the
effects of the theft of 30 bun-
dles of evergreens from St.
Anthony's Orphanage here.
. The orphanage each year
sells Christmas trees to help
defray costs of operating the
home for 200 girls between the
ages of 5 and 18. On Dec. 11,
two men duped a caretaker
into giving them 30 bundles of
trees "to be moved to another
location" for the orphanage
sale.
When the F. H. Valsing Cos.
of New York heard of the mis-
deed, it replaced the stolen
trees "to help make up the
terrible wrong."
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The PROMISE of
QUALITY
has been kept
tor 46 years by
STUtO HI-FI PHONOS
* TAPI UCORDIRS
» .
to Evan Balter
than Ever Bel ore
ATTHtiIST DiAIUS IM TOWN
Far NeertJt Authored Dealer,
Call WA 3-4900
AU.-STATE Dtotrttorten. R. t
mtti SAFETY
PROFIT
WV
0WO'H
u»t\u-
sS"
n\"
>\o
v’R o
'*ovSV's
UVA>
r* 1CO
A**1 ir.u'
w*«
INSURt r>
SAVINGS and Loan Association
40 Commerce Street. Newark ?, N. J. Mitchell 3 0260
Ca 9re 4 AednettJoy} to 8p m
ten faming ai «i«nh caiaoi ac»ou imi turn
Make Food Fair Your Headquarters tor all YourHoliday Noodsl
PSG BRAND TOP QUALITY 8 U.S. CHOICE
EEF ROAST
Holiday Shopping Hours
Monday 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Tuosday 9 am. to 9 p.m.
Wodnosday 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Thursday 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Friday 9 a.m. to 10p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
i i Merchant*
i*iree extra
I MERCHANTS GREEN STAMPS ■
• WTM THIS COUPON AND FIMCMAM 0.
$5.00 OR MORI
Exc.pt Cig.r.tt.l, Fr«*h Crum •
Milk or F.lr Tr.d. It.m* *■ vi i mu ii«u«n« >
WAWXTIOM TOT»* you Main WTTM TOW ■
VOID AFTER DEC. 22 -mmmfZm*
ROSE FAIR
HYLOHS
RUN-NO-MORE
SEAMLESS SHEER
pair 99
S.M Only I.
f Bum *f
3f-*2’7
Spul.lly knit with . r.volulion.ry new Stop*
Stitch, Rote F.ir Run O No O Mor. S«.ml.u
Nylon* will never, .v.r run In ordirwry we»r.
shur m th» ih.er.it nylon* . . . end thiy wMr
•nd We.r! Av.il.bl. in Pe*ch Glow or Blwh
BolQ*. Six.* B'A to 11.
BY THE PIECE
UVERWURST
lb. 39
ERESH CAUGHT
WHITEFISH
-59*
SMELTS
Largo No. 1,, Ac
Canadian ‘ jp
RECEIVE BONUS OF
MERCHANTS GREEN STAMPS
ON FOLLOWING ITEMS
■UY ALL YOU WANT
NO COUPONS REQUIRED
iaa
With Purch.it of 4 lb*, or Mor*
SWIFT CANNED HAM
NO COUPON REQUIRED
Merchants
L) Merchants
UHrrN
With purch.it of 1 -dot.
FRESH EGGS
NO COUPON REQUIRED
I Merchants
With purchat. of 10-lb. b.«
POTATOES
NO COUPON REQUIRED
Bone-In
POT ROAST
FRESH LEAN
GROUND CHUCK
ARMOUR STAR PURE PORK
SAUSAGE
69‘
; A
BONELESS
LONDON BROIL
BONELESS
SHOULDER STEAK
ib oo
,b 99
T
HAMS 35 45Shank ButtSMOKED Portion Portion
MAYFAIR—Lightly Salted
(UTTER =59
PASCAL CELERY
CRANBERRIES 1
Calif.
Fraih
FRESH
C.po Cod
Ocotn Spr.y
Urgo
stalk
lb.
box
IS
19
EMPEROR GRAPES
California
Sweet, Red 2*29
SPANISH MELONS
CAULIFLOWER
IMPORTED
FANCY
SNO-WHITI
** 49*
&29‘
CRANBERRY EHLER'S
FYNE
TASTE 2 29 can
FOOD FAIR COFFEE
WELCHADE
FRUIT COCKTAIL
WELCH FIESTA PUNCH
or Apple-Grape Drink
FRE
MAR
1-lb.
30 or
56*
$lOO
29*
SHORTENING «! 3- 59
ICE CREAM FLAVOR v ,
KIST gallon59
FF DE
LUXEPEAS =• 45=59
Wp* 9—e-wr ’he P.inht to Limit Quantities.
A<l Mcai Effective thrnurh>V- ~ <f.
